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ABSTRACT

A wide range of compounds elicit the sweet taste response but currently it is not

known what causes this response.

In Chapter 3 a number of sweeteners, and representatives of all the taste groups are

investigated using NMR spectroscopy. Th. T, relaxation times of the tastants were

determined in aqueous solution and in solution with liposomes, a model membrane system.

The observed changes in T, values are analysed to determine which regions of the tastants

are involved in the interaction with the membrane.

In Chapters 4 and 5 an investigation is reported of the interaction of tastants with a

liquid membrane system, which is reportedly able to distinguish between classes of
chemicals. The interest lies in developing a simple experiment that will enable taste qualities

to be predicted, something that is ctrrrently not possible.

In Chapters 6 and 7 the NMR assignments of some sweeteners is discussed. NMR

assignments are a necessary precnrsor before their sweetening properties can be studied by

NMR.
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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Chemoreception

Chemoreception jointly describes the senses of olfaction and taste (gustation).

Olfaction and taste are termed chemical senses as the stimulants interact chemically with

their receptors. The process that elicits the smell or taste sensation is a chemical binding of
substances to the membranes of their respective receptor cells. Chemoreception is not well

understood at the molecular and receptor level but olfaction is better understood at the

chemical level than taste reception. There are a number of similarities between the two senses

in that they both involve binding to receptors but there are also some striking differences. For

example, it is possible to discriminate between thousands of different odours and yet there are

only four primary taste categories.

1.2 Physiolory of Taste

Taste responses are commonly divided into fow categories; sweet, sour, salty and

bitter. Acids are found to elicit the sour taste response due to dissociation of H+ ions, while

the salt taste is largely due to the solution anions of ionic salts, with some modification

caused by the cation' In contrast, both the sweet and bitter taste response can be caused by

chemically diverse substances. There can also be some overlap between the taste groups. For

example, potassium chloride which is commonly accepted as salty, is found to taste sweet at

some concentrations. The common artificial sweetener saccharin has a bitter after-taste.

The four taste categories are most easily sensed on different regions of the tongue

where the taste buds are most numerous. All taste groups can be detected on all regions of the

tongue, but usually one taste response dominates in each particular region, as shown in
Figwe l.l.



Salt Salt

Figure l.l
The Tongue with Dominant Regions for each raste Group

Salty and sweet are primarily sensed on the tip of the tongue, sourness on the sides, and bitter

on the back of the tongue. The tongue, palate, pharynx and larynx contain about 10000

tastebuds. Humans are fully equipped with taste buds from birth but the numbers gradually

decrease with age and by the age of about 45, humans may start to lose their taste sensitivity.

Each taste cell lives for only about ten days. Most taste buds are arranged around papillae to

form small protuberences on the tongue which are surounded by small moat,like trenches

that hap saliva' The taste buds surround the papillae and their pores open into the henches.

The taste bud itself consists of gustatory cells (the chemoreceptors), supporting cells, and

basal cells. Figure 1.2 shows a section of a tongue and an enlargement of the trench

containing a taste bud.

Surfxe of fonque

Sxon

Tash buds

(a)

(a) Section of the Tongue

I ro urein

(b)
Figure 1.2

(b) Enlargement of the Trench and a Tastebud

Taste receptors have microvilli that project through the

adjacent to the papilla. The receptors form synapses with

taste bud pores into the trench

dendrites of the sensory neurons
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that convey taste information to the brain.

During eating, saliva is convectively circulated around the mouth by the chewing

action thereby achieving the basic mass transport to the areas of the tongue containing the

taste buds' The mass transport is completed by diffirsion of the tastant into the trench and

subsequently the taste bud pore, where the taste molecules bind to the the chemical receptors

on the microvilli. There is evidence that taste receptor proteins activate a series of
transduction events, similar to that associated with hormones and neurotransmitters [l]. Taste

information is passed through three cranial nerves to the brain.

Sweet Taste

Sweet tastants are of particular interest for a number of reasons. Most sweet-tasting

foods are safe to eat while bitterness, often due to the presence of poisonous alkaloids, is

almost universally avoided. There is a hedonistic desire for the sweet taste that crosses

cultural boundaries and this desire is not in response to a need for the nutritive value but is

for the pleasurable taste itself, Sucrose is taken as the reference compound for taste and other

qualities since it has the preferred sweet taste, is readily available, is usefrrl as a bulking

agent, and is a good dietary energy source. However, sucrose does have a number of feahues

that mean it is not ideal for all situations. Sucrose is a nutritive sweetener and contributes to

health problems such as diabetes, heart disease, obesity and dental caries. These

disadvantages ensure that there is a booming market in alternative and synthetic sweeteners.

Altemative sweeteners generally do not achieve the firll sucrose taste experience which is
considered the ideal since there is usually at least one feature of the taste quality that is not

right, such as the presence of an aftertaste or the temporal qualities of the taste. Any

improved understanding of the causes of the sweet taste in compounds and the mechanisms

involved in sweet taste reception will aid the development of safe, acceptable alternatives to

sucrose. There have been three main methods for finding new sweeteners. The most common

method has been accidental discovery. For example, saccharin [2], cyclamate [3] and

aspartame [4] among others, were all fortuitously discovered during the course of other work.

Current knowledge of the cause of sweet taste is not adequate to enable the design of sweet



compounds that are not structurally related to existing sweeteners. Many sweet compounds

have been identified through some type of screening process. At the beginning of the 20th

century it was common practice to characterise compounds by their taste. Still other

sweetening agents have been discovered through the screening of plant tastes. It is not yet

possible to carry out large scale screening as there is no bio-assay system available. Until a

unified theory is developed that can relate sweetness with chemical sfucture it \Mill not be

possible to design new sweeteners on a rational, systematic basis. Structure-activity sfudies

and computer modelling have produced some new sweeteners but these have usually been

analogues of known sweeteners such as aspartame [4-71or perillartine [g,9].

Sweet and bitter are the least understood of the four primary taste groups. Salty is

largely due to the anions of ionic salts and the sour taste is related to the H+ ions of acids.

Both the sweet and bitter taste sensations can be elicited by structurally diverse compounds

that, on first inspection, have little in cornmon. The only method currently available for

determining the sweetness or otherwise of a compound is to taste it, not a method to be

recommended routinely. It is not even possible to predict which of a series of closely related

compounds are going to be sweet. As the sweet taste is a desirable property it is of more

interest than studies of bitter tastants.

The diversity of the compounds that elicit the sweet response is one diffrculty in the

development of alternative sweeteners. The other problem is the nature of the sweet taste

receptor. There is still debate over the possibilty of more than one sweet taste receptor and

there is a range of evidence, both neurophysiological and pyschophysiological, to support the

theory of more than one sweet receptor. Reference [10] gives a review of the evidence for

multiple sweet receptors.

There are a number of approaches which can be used to study the enigma of sweet

taste reception. Psychophysiological testing allows the comparison of known sweereners,

usually by measurements of features such as threshold concentrations, sweetness intensity

and temporal properties [11,12]. From the physiological vieupoint the nature of the sweet

receptor(s) is of interest' Studies have been carried out to map the receptor site, usually with a

range of closely related compounds that exhibit a variety of taste qualities [13,14]. The other
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major approach is to study the sweeteners themselves since there must be some feature that

causes them all to elicit the sweet response and yet allow for the other varying taste qualities

within the general classification of sweetness. A mechanism to predict the taste quality of
compounds without the need for tasting would be desirable. Yoshik awa et a/. reported a

system that could distinguish between classes of chemicals [ 5] and this is discussed further

in Section l-6-3.2- There have been a number of investigations of series of compounds to find

the common strucfural unit required for the sweetness phenomenon and the models

developed from these studies is outlined in Section 1.4.

The present study does not involve the physiological or psychological areas of sweet

taste reception but is concerned with predicting the sweet taste and the causes of the sweet

taste response.

1.4 History of Models

There have been many models proposed to explain why some compounds, with such

a wide range of structures, elicit a sweet taste. The earliest theory was mentioned in "De

Sensibus" by Theophrastus F6l, and is attributed to Democritus the Atomist in about 500

BC- He described the origin of sweebress to be in "small round molecules".

In 1858 it wasrecognised by Wells [17] that the molecular forrrula for the hexoses

(C6HI2O6) was an inadequate description for sweetness since the sugars varied in the degree

of sweetness from very sweet to completely devoid of sweet taste.

Cohn (1914) [8] noticed that a multiplicity of hydroxyl goups in water-soluble

compounds could sometimes be associated with sweetness. He also identified a number of
taste-eliciting groups such as NH, and OH which he termed 'sapophores'. It was further noted

that these sapophores usually occurred in pairs. This work was later expanded by Oertly and

Myers [19] who, by analogy with the chemistry of dyes, coined the idea of a glucophore and

auxogluc to explain sweetness. The glucophore and auxogluc are an essential pair of
molecular features required for sweetness rationalising the significance of Cohn's observation

that sapophores usually occurred in pairs.

Later, Kodama [20] looked at the electronic vibration of sweet compounds and
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proposed that compounds containing a sapophoric group or glucophore also contained a

'vibratory' hydrogen. Tsusuki 12,1,221modified Kodama's earlier proposal of a vibratory

hydrogen to a resonance energy theory, supported by inforrration observed for substitutat

phenylurea compounds.

In 1951 Baradi and Bourne proposed a theory based on enzyme activity to explain

sweetness [23]. This theory did not receive much attention at the time but there have been

subsequent findings that indicate involvement of adenosine in receptor activity 124-ZSlwhich

may stimulate this line of investigation.

Warfield [29] concluded that the common molecular feature among compounds of the

same taste group was a taste couple - a proton and a neighbouring unshared electron pair,

while Shallenberger recognised the role of hydrogen-bonding in the sweet taste phenomenon

in 1963 [30].

Deutsch and Hansch attempted to correlate sweetness with partition coefficients [31].
Many lipophilic compounds are much sweeter than the hydrophilic natural sugars and sweet

compounds are thought to bind to a sweet receptor on the taste cell membrane. Owing to the

lipid nature of the membrane a favourable partition coefficient is needed for efFective access.

Shallenberger and Acree (1967) used Shallenbergey's earlier observations about H-

bonding [30] to develop the AH-B glucophore theory [32]. This model (see Figure 1.3) is

based on a systematic study of a range of unrelated sweeteners such as saccharin, sugars and

chloroform. A and B are both electronegative atoms, the polarised system AH acts as an acid,

and B acts as a base. The AHB unit forms a doubly H-bonded complex with a similar unit on

the receptor; the distance between these two groups (AH and B) can range between 2.5 and

4.0A with the optimum distance being 3.0A.

RECEPTOR } A-U...N { SWEETtl
srrE I"...r-A{ r.iNrr

Figure 1.3 The shallenberger and Acree AHB Grucophore
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Kier proposed a third structural feature of the ideal glucophore [33], an electron-rich

hydrophobic moiety X, which is involved in London dispersion interactions [3a] (the main

element of hydrogen bonds) at the taste receptor. This model was further refined by Ariyoshi

[35] who added a configurational requirement for the X moiety. The X site of Kier [33] was

redesignated at y [36], a site that provides a compound with an element of lipophilicity,

which may serve as a hydrophobic site and which, if a number of AHB sites are available,

direct the part of the molecule that will primarily function as the AHB site.

Subsequently, a number of three-dimensional models have been proposed.

Shallenberget et al. [37] added a 'steric barrier' to the model enabling the difference between

the tastes of D- and L-amino acids to be accounted for.

Goodman et al. used' NMR spectroscopy and confomrational energy calculations to

derive a three-dimensional model [38] for a series of sweet tasting analogues of dipeptide

amides that contained elements of models proposed by Kier [33], Temussi [39], and

Shallenberger and Acree [32]. This has culminated in a predictive model [a0] that can be

used for assessing potential glucophores and which defines the spatial affangement of the

AH-B and X groups. Experimental results have shown that the predicted structure fits closely

with the known structures of peptide-based sweet tastants. The test of the model will be the

design of potential glucophores based only on computer simulations.

Many of the later models proposed work only for a homologous series of compounds

and have not been successfully generalised across the diverse structure of sweeteners. The

AH-B, y hypothesis of Shallenberger and Acree [32] and Kier [33] has proved to be a

successful model across all structural classes of sweeteners and its importance is reflected in

later models which are often refinements of the AH-B, y model. However, the refinements of
later models usually limit their usefulness to only one structural class of compounds.

1.5 Sweeteners

A diverse range of stmctural classes are able to elicit the sweet taste response. The

major classes and some specific examples are described below. From the diverse nature of the

structural groups causing a sweet taste it is clear that there is no structural pattern, compared
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with sour tastants where the response can be related to the H+ ions of acids. ln some classes

of sweeteners there is no apparent glucophore while in others potential glucophores are

obvious but often not easy to identify unequivocally. Sweeteners can be divided into two

lajor 
groups; naturally occurring and synthetic or artificial.

1.5.1 Naturally Occurring Sweeteners

1.5.1.1 Carbohydrates

Carbohydrates are an important group of naturally occurring substances consisting of
carbon, hydrogen and oxygen and the term refers to the whole group of natural products that

are related to the simple sugaxs. They are of varying degrees of sweetness and are widespread

in plants, comprising up to 80% of the dry weight in some cases. They occur in optically

active forms with only one enantiomer being found in nature.

Sucrose

There have been many references in literature and records over the centuries to

sucrose and its uses, primarily as a sweetening agent. Sucrose is used as the standard

reference for sweetness and by defrnition, it tastes sweet and has no other flavour.

Sucrose is the most abundant free sugar in plants, and is made in the leaves of plants

by a photosynthetic process. Biological catalysts in the leaves combine water, obtained

through the roots, with carbon dioxide, from air, to form sugzrrs. Sucrose is a non-reducing

disaccharide consisting of a fructose and a glucose sub-unit and it has many properties that

make it suitable as a sweetening agent. These include being nutritious, non-toxic, fermentable

and cheap. Sucrose has good stability and can be stored without refrigeration. It also fills
other roles in products, for example, acting as a bulking agent and it can be used as a carrier

of trace ingredients such as colour and flavour used in powdered drinks.



Non-sucrose Saccharides

The saccharides exhibit a range of sweet intensities, from

tasteless and even bitter (see Table l.l).

very sweet through to

Table 1.1 Relative Sweetness of Some Saccharides

Sweetness Monosaccharide Disaccharide

very sweet fructose sucrose

sweet glucose

nearly tasteless galactose lactose

maltose

bitter p-D-mannose gentiobiose

Fructose is found free in most sweet fruits and berries. It is a reducing disaccharide

and is more soluble in water than sucrose. Crystalline fructose is twice as sweet as sucrose

but only p-D-fructopyranose is sweet. Galactose is nearly tasteless while glucose is

considered sweet, being about 70o/o as sweet as sucrose. There is still some controversy as to

the relative sweetness of glucose anomers. Lactose, known as 'milk sugar', is found only in

milk, and is a reducing disaccharide consisting of glucose and galactose residues. It is only

about 30%o as sweet as sucrose and is not as soluble in water. Lactose has approximately the

same caloric value as sucrose and is not used mainly as a sweetener but as a bulking agent

and a carrier for non-nutritive sweeteners. Maltose is a disaccharide with about 33% of the

sweetening power of sucrose. It is found most often as a strucfural component of starch and is

used as a sweetener and a bulking agent. The monosaccharide mannose is of interest as the p-

D-mannose form is bitter while o-D-mannose is slighty sweet.

1.5.1.2 Protein Sweeteners

Proteins are known to exhibit a wide range of biological activities, including enzymic

catalysis, membrane transport, immunological specificity, hormonal activity, and

maintenance of structural integrity. Until the early 1970's, however, pure proteins and

polypeptides with molecular masses of more than 2500 daltons were considered to be
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tasteless [41]. This changed with the discovery of three taste-active proteins; thaumatin,

monellin and miraculin. Thaumatin and monellin are considered to be chemostimulatory

proteins due to their ability to elicit a sweet taste, while miraculin is a taste-modiffing protein

since it can change the normal taste sensation of acids. Thaumatin and monellin are the two

sweetest, naturally occturing substances known to humans and they also have the interesting

property of having a persistent sweet taste. More recently some new sweet proteins have been

discovered.

Natually occurring sweet proteins have some advantages over other sweet

compounds: viz.

l) As they are natural proteins and contain no modified or unusual amino acids, they

will break down to give a normal disfribution of amino acids in the body. This compares

favourably, for example, with the dipeptide sweetener asparlame, which could elevate

exposure to aspartic acid and phenylalanine. Further, they will not introduce non-natural

metabolites into the body.

2) Sweet proteins are usually of very high potency compared to sucrose and often the

taste sensation persists longer than for sucrose. This suggests that the sweet proteins have a

high affrnity for the taste-cell membrane and could be used as probe molecules to study taste

perception. The molecular mechanism of sweet taste induction is not known but the basic

process is likely to be similar to the molecular recognition processes of hormone-hormone

receptor interactions. The taste threshold concentration for the sweet proteins (10+ M) is

comparable to the concentrations involved in hormone-hornone receptor interactions.

Therefore, the three-dimensional structures of these proteins is likely to provide a solid base

for the understanding of the molecular basis of sweet taste.

3) The proteins have low caloric value due to their high potency and have no

cariogenic potential.

4) It is relatively simple to clone genes for mass production. It is also relatively

straightforward to generate a large number of variants, by the use of different amino acid

substitutions, deletions, insertions and to improve the taste qualities. The genes can be

introduced into many microorganisms that are used in the food and beverage industry.
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Monellin

Monellin is obtained from the berry of the West African plant, Dioscoreophyllum

cumminsii, which is also known as the'serendipity'berry 142,43). The sweetness of monellin

has been reported as ranging from 10a-105 times that of sucrose on a weight basis. It was first

reported by Inglett and May [44,451as an intensely sweet carbohydrate containing molecule

that "was not a protein or polypeptide". They suggested that it might be an ,,aglycore

glycoside" but it was later reported correctly by Morris and Cagan [42] that the intensely

sweet component of the serendipity berry was macromolecular, probably proteinaceous, and

contained no detectable carbohydrate (<Spg/mg protein) in the best purified sample. The

water soluble protein has a molar mass of 10700 daltons, contains 94 amino acid residues

[a6] and is a dimer, consisting of trvo dissimilar non-covalently associated polypeptide chains

which contain no modified amino acids [47,48].

Thaumatin

Thaumatins are proteins that are isolated from the fruit of the West African shrub

Thaumatoccoccus danielli, known locally as 'ketemfe'. It has been used by the natives of the

region for centuries to sweeten bread and palm wine, etc. The berries are very sweet tasting

with a liquorice aftertaste.

At least five different forms of the protein have been isolated, all of which have very

similar molar masses of about 22000 daltons. They are all basic proteins and are very similar

in amino acid composition. The two major sweet proteins thaumatin I and II, each consisting

of 207 amino acids in a single polypeptide chain, have identical amino acid sequences except

for five residues [a9]. The amino acid sequence and three-dimensional crystal stmcture are

known.

The thaumatins are intensely sweet to humans and higher primates but not sweet to

the lower orders of primates and thus are unlike the carbohydrate sweeteners where the sweet

response is more universal. The proteins are sweet at very low concentrations of l0-7-10-8M,

which is orders of magnitude less than the threshold concentration of sucrose, and are 2000

times sweeter than sucrose on a weight basis to humans. Both thaumatins and monellin show
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phylogenic differences. Water drunk after thaumatin has been applied to the tongue will taste

sweet but is unclear whether this is due only to the persistence of thaumatin on the tongue or

to other effects. The non-toxic, low-caloric, non-cariogenic nature of thaumatin would seem

to make it an ideal candidate for development as a sugar substitute. However, the large size

of the molecule compared with that of sucrose is a drawback since it is less mobile on the

tongue and its sweetness can take a second or two to register, making it less than ideal for use

in human foods. However, it has found uses as a sweetener for chewing gums and medicines

and it is also used in food for pets and farm animals.

Thaumatin has five tripeptide units identical to five units found in monellin (not

considered to be statistically significant [a6]) but it is not known if one or any of these

regions (singly or in some combination) is responsible for the sweet taste. Despite this

absence of sequence homology, it is found that antibodies raised against thaumatin will

compete for monellin [50]. They will also cross-react with a wide variety of non-protein

sweet compounds [51]. This fact suggests that the structural feature of thaumatin that is the

major antigenic determinant may also be the point of interaction with the sweet taste receptor.

Further, antibodies raised against thaumatin may provide a novel in vitro method of

measuring sweetness.

Wide usage of thaumatin currently seems unlikely, due to the high cost involved.

Genetic engineering has been used to introduce the genes for synthesising thaumatin into

microorganisms [52]. In one project, the genetic coding for thaumatin has been introduced

into a number of plants [53], the aim of the work being to produce quantities of thaumatin in

plants that are grown easily outside of Africa. A side result is that the plants have produced

sweeter products such as potatoes and rock melons.

The intensity and persistence of the sweet taste of thaumatin make it useful to study

the sweetness phenomenon. It can be conjugated with markers such as colloidal gold [54] to

aid in studies ofreceptors, etc.
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Miraculin

Miraculin is isolated from the berries of the 'miracle fruit' or Richardella dulcifica

(formerly Synsepalum dulcificum), a shrub indigenous to tropical West Africa [55,56]. The

berry is used by the local people in sour palm wine and beer.

Miraculin differs from monetlin and thaumatin which taste sweet and are known as

chemostimulatory proteins, in that it has no inherent sweet taste of its own. It has the effect of
causing sour foods and dilute mineral and organic acids to taste sweet, and is thus known as a

taste-modifuing protein. This effect is only reported for humans and some simian primate

species and is absent in prosimian primate species [57] and in non-primate species (rat, dog,

pig, rabbit).

Miraculin is a glycoprotein consisting of 191 amino acid residues in a single

polypeptide chain. It has a molar mass of about 21250 daltons and a carbohydrate content of
139% [58'59]. There is no homology between miraculin and either monellin or thaumatin.

Other Protein Sweeteners [60]

New sweet proteins discovered in the last few years include mabinlin I and II which

have taste qualities similar to thaumatin and monellin but which are less potent. They have

molar masses of 11600 and 10400 daltons respectively. There is 80% sequence homology.

Pentadin is a protein which tastes similar to monellin. lts molar mass is estimated to be 12000

daltons' Curalin is an unusual protein as it is sweet in itself but it also acts as a taste-

modiSing protein like miraculin. A sweet protein has been found in the white portion of
chicken eggs but very little is known about the properties of this protein as yet. It is apparent

that sweet proteins are not as uncommon in nature as had been previously thought and the

discovery of further sweet tasting proteins could occur more frequently when the sweet

receptor is better understood.

1.5.1.3 Amino Acids

A number of amino acids elicit the sweet response. For example, the D-amino acids

D-tryptophan, D-tyrosine and D-histidine possess a sweet taste but the L-enantiomers. which
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are normally those found in nature, are usually tasteless or bitter [61]. Glycine (1) is about

1.5 times sweeter than sucrose.

H2NCFI2COOH
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1.5.1.4 Terpenoid Srveeteners

There have been a huge variety of naturally occurring sweet terpenoid compounds

discovered in the last 50 vears.

Monoterpenoids

Perillartine (2) is a well known example of this class of naturally occurring sweet

compound. It is a derivative of perillaldehyde, which can be isolated from the volatile oil of

Perilla frutescens [62]. It has been reported to be about 770 times the potency of sucrose and

has been used as a sweetener for tobacco in Japan but it has the problem of low water

solubility. In addition to being sweet, perillartine is reported to have a bitter taste component

and to be accompanied by liquorice, menthol and gingery aftertastes. A number of struchue-

activity relationship studies have been conducted on perillartine and its derivatives [8,9].
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Sesquiterpenoids

The only known example of a sesquiterpenoid sweetener is hernandulcin (3). This

was discovered through a systematic search of botanical literature for references to sweet

plants [63]. A reference was made in an old monograph to a sweet plant known to the Aztecs

as Tzonpelic xihuitl, which translates as sweet herb and the plant was subsequently identified

as Lippia dulcis. The sweet component was identified and named hernandulcin in recognition
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of Hernandez's first written notation of the plant.
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Hernandulcin passed the first safety sfudies but its usefulness as a sweetener is offset

by a bitter component. A number of analogues have been prepared but none show any

advantages over hernandulcin as a sweetener [6a].

Diterpenoids

There are a large number of sweet diterpenoids, all of which are glycosides. The most

widely studied compounds are the glycosides found in the leaves of Stevia rebaudiana

Bertoni (Compositae), a Paraguayan herb, known locally as Kaa-he-e [65]. The native people

of the region have valued the leaves as a sweetener for centuies and the sweetness of the

leaves have caused S. rebaudiana to be an object of botanical, chemical and physiological

interest for many years. The history of human exposure with no reported toxicity suggested

the viability of the active components as non-nutritive sweeteners.

S. rebaudianahas been found to contain a mixtwe of six steviol glycosides, of which

the major component is stevioside (4), a kaurene-type diterpenoid. Of the other components,

rebaudioside A is the next most abundant and the other four glycosides (rebaudiosides B-E)

are present in low to trace amounts.
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The sugar moiety of the glycoside consists of three D-glucose units and is not

essential to elicit the sweet taste. The C2 linkage in the disaccharide unit is unusual [65].

Stevioside is 100-300 times as sweet as sucrose but is sometimes found to have a bitter

component to the taste. It is used commercially in Japan as a sweetening agent and the plant

is cultivated in Japan, China, Korea, Brazil, Paraguay and Israel.

Triterpenoids

All known triterpenoid sweeteners are glycosides. The most well known is

glycynhizin, a mixture of the calcium, magnesium and potassium salts of the oleanane-type

triterpenoid glycoside glycynhizic acid [66]. Glycynhizic acid (5) can be isolated from the

roots of Glycyrrhiza glabra L. (Fabaceae), a shrub found in Europe and Central Asia. The

crude extract of the plant is well known as liquorice. Glycynhizic acid is reported to be 50-

100 times sweeter than sucrose but it also has bitter, liquorice and cooling flavour

components. Glycynhizic acid is also reported to have numerous other pharmacological

effects. These include anti-ulcer, anti-spasmodic, antlinflammatory and anti-viral effects. It

also has corticoid action, influences steroid metabolism to maintain blood pressure and

volume, regulates the glucose/glycogen balance and mediates intercellular communication.

Other sweet triterpenoids found in

triterpenoid nucleus. One example of this

vulgare L. (Polypodiaceae) [67].

nature are usually based on a steroid-type

is osladin (6), found in the fem polypodium
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f.5.2 Artilicial or Synthetic Sweeteners

A diverse range of chemicals make up a group of artificial sweeteners, which vary

considerably in taste quality and intensity.

1.5.2,1 Acesulfam-K

Acesulfam-K (7) was discovered accidentally t681. It is approximately 200 times

sweeter than sucrose but has a bitter aftertaste which is only sometimes detectable at higher

concentrations. It mixes well with some other intense sweeteners, showing good synergistic

effects, is not metabolised and is excreted from the body unchanged.

1.5.2.2 Aspartame

Aspartame (8), a dipeptide sweetener discovered in 1965 [a] and composed of
aspartic acid and phenylalanine, has been the most commercially significant of the artificial
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sweeteners. It has taste qualities very similar to those of sucrose and some tasters actually

prefer the taste of aspartame over sucrose. The other, objectionable taste qualities associated

with sweeteners such as saccharin and cyclamic acid are absent.
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Aspartame is not strictly a non-nutritive sweetener in that it is metabolised to give

energy in proportion to the amount ingested. However, as it is much sweeter than sucrose,

and much less is required to give the same intensity of sweet response it effectively functions

as a non-nutritive sweetener. Owing to the success of aspartame as a sucrose substitute, a

substantial amount of research has been carried out on other peptide type sweeteners.

Although a lot of effort has gone into this line of research, only one compound, alitame [69],

has shown the properties necessary for use as a viable alternative to sucrose.

. A method of preparing a new class of peptide sweeteners was developed by Good.man

et al. which reverses the normal way of combining amino acids. These ,retro-inverso'

modified peptides were found to be more stable than aspartame [70].

1.5.2.3 Cyclamic Acid (9)

}_o'HSo3H
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The sweet taste of cyclamate was discovered accidentally in 1937 [3]. It has a sweet-

sour flavour, is very acidic and is considered to be 30 times sweeter than sucrose, although

this varies with the medium in which it is used.
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1.5.2.4 Dihyd rochalcones

Dihydrochalcones (10), although not natural citrus componenrs, were discovered

during an attempt to relate the structure of phenolic glycosides to the bitter taste in citrus

products [71]. The sweet taste of the dihydrochalcones was unexpected. A number of

dihydrochalcone analogues have been synthesised, resulting in sweetness intensities of up to

2000 times that of sucrose. The taste profiles all have undesirable properties such as a

persistent sweet taste, a bitter aftertaste or a cooling, menthol-like after effect.

1.5.2.5 Saccharin

Saccharin (11) was discovered in the late 1870's and has been available commercially

since around the turn of the centnry t2]. It is a non-nutritive synthetic sweetener which is not

rnetabolised and thus has no food value. As normally used, saccharin is about 300 times

sweeter than sucrose. It has a bitter aftertaste that is difficult to mask but combining saccharin

with other sweeteners helps to eliminate this aftertaste.

1.5.2.6 Other Sweet Compounds

Dulcin (12) is a phenyl urea derivative and is reported to be 250 times

sucrose. Studies of structure-activity relationships have been carried out on

phenylurea derivatives [72].

sweeter than

a series of
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Some halogenated carbon compounds are known to taste sweet. Methylene chloride,

ethylene chloride, iodoform and bromoform are sweetish while chloroform (13) and

pentachloroethane are distinctly sweet. The halogenated sugar, sucralose (14)

(trichlorogalactosucrose), has a sweetness intensity 600 times that of sucrose [73] and it has

been developed and tested for commercial production [74].

OH

r4

A number of inorganic compounds taste sweet [36]. At low concentrations NaOH,

KOH, NaCl and KCI have a sweet taste. Beryllium chloride (f5) or lead acetate (lead sugar)

in solution taste sweet. There is no obvious glucophore in compounds such as these but in

solution they are heavily hydrated and the glucophore may be found in the hydration shell.
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A new class of polyhydroxylic compounds (16,17) has recently been developed [75].

Although only l0-50o4 as sweet as sucrose they are likely to useful as they mimic sugars in

other ways. They behave in the same way as sugarc in baking and cooking, are not fattening
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and act as bulking agents. Owing to the low sweetness intensity they are likely to be used in

conjunction with other sweeteners such as aspartame.

Membranes

f.6.1 The Importance of the Biotogical Membrane

Biological membranes are extremely complex, owing to their wide variety of

morphology, composition and function. Membrane surfaces are the initial point of contact

between a cell and its extemal environment and thus are crucial to all biological

phenomenom. The cell membrane performs many functions, including maintenance of

chemical and electrical potential gradients, biological tansporr, energy metabolism, cell

division, macromolecular synthesis and cell-cell adhesion. The biological membrane also acts

sometimes as a passive barrier and at other times as an active transporter. The membranes are

involved in processes such as vision, cell-cell recognition, muscle contraction and

chemoreception.

The surface of biological membranes is of particular importance, since it provides the

necessary support for molecular interactions between membrane proteins, lipids and

oligosaccharides. The surface is actively involved in cell-cell interactions, immunology and

cell differentiation. Bio-oscillation or bio-rhythm is an important property of living systems

and the membrane plays an important part in inducing oscillations. Various biological

systems show some periodic phenomenon such as circadian, cardiac and brain rhythms,

oscillation in mitochondria and oscillation in cells of nerve and muscle tissue.

The range of time frames of dynamic interactions in biological membranes is large

[76]. Electron transfer induced by photon incidence on the chromophores of rhodopsin takes

place in pico-seconds, while on the other hand the hansmembrane exchange of phospholipids

l7l6

1.6
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between the two layers (lipid flip-flop), the cause of membrane asymmetry, takes place over

hours to days. Given the intricacy and complexity of biological systems, any studies of the

properties of membranes must be preceded by studies on model membrane systems with

defined chemical composition.

1,6.2 Strucfure of Biomembranes

All biological membranes contain lipids and proteins but other components may also

be present- The major types of lipid in biological membranes are phospholipids, which are

often mixed with other non-phosphate containing lipids. The unit structure of most

biomembranes is the lipid bilayer, which are highly ordered and dynamic stuctures. Both the

lipids and proteins have a high degree of internal motion.

The gross organisation of biomembranes is given by the Singer-Nicolson fluid mosaic

model [77], shown in Figure 1.4. The lipid amphiphiles are organised as bilayers wherein the

hydrophilic headgroups of the lipids are in contact with the aqueous phases (either side of the

membrane) and the hydrocarbon chains form long hydrophobic 'tails'. The tails of both

monolayers meet in the centre of the bilayer and are therefore shielded from water and thus in

the very simplest view, the lipid bilayer can be considered to act as a aqueous-organic-

aqueous interface.

Figure 1.4 Singer-Nicholson Fluid Mosaic Model
(reproduced from reference 78)

Protein molecules are buried in the bilayer to varying extents. Intrinsic membranes

span the bilayer while extrinsic proteins are associated with only the inner or outer

monolayer.
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1.6.3 MotlclMcnrbrancs

The complexity of biological membrancs necessitatcs the study of simple model

mcmbratrc systcnts, a study wliich is somcl,inrcs known as mirnctic mcrnbranc chcmistry. It is

believed that the structural and dynamic fcatures of these nrodels reflect those of real

membranes.

1.6.3. I I'hnspholipid-li:rscd Modcls

Phospholipids are thc major type of lipid in biomernbranes and are the most

extensively studied. Each phospholipid has a lrydrophobic (water-insoluble) tail and a

hydrophilic (water-soluble) or polar head group and thc phospholipid structure is based on

that of glycerol (see Figure 1.5). In natural phospholipids the 1- and 2- positions of glycerol

are esterified with fatty acids and the phosphate headgroup is substituted at the 3- position.
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Figurc 1.5
Structure of l,hosphatidic Acid [79J

Monolayers were discovcred at the encl of the lgth Century and can be formed by

spreading the lipid at a gas-watcr itrterlace [80]. Structurally, the monolayer is the simplest of

the phospholipid-based modcls and is like onc half of the lipicl bilayer found in cell

rnenrbranes.

Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) [81] films can be formed by transferring monolayers onto

solid substrates [82]. LB filtrrs arc highly structureci and ultra-thin, and are not very

successful as model nrentbrancs but are of tcchnical importance as t[cy act as ultra-thin films.

Plzurar lipid bilayers arc structurally more likc biological membranes than

monolayers. Black-lipid-ntembrmcs (BLM) arc frce-standing lipid bilayers which cover a

small orifice separating two aqueous cornpartnrents [83]. BLM arc short-lived, rarely lasting
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more than about two hours and are unstable due to impurities, equipment contamination and

physical conditions (eg. temperature). During their existence they are stable; they show

viscoelasticity, are self-sealing when gently punctured and can withstand strong electrical

currents. BLM are useful for electical measurements to determine properties such as

membrane capactty, thickness and resistance and thus are often used in studies of fransport

processes through lipid membranes [84]. Planar supported membranes are particularly useful

in the study of surface recognition reactions [85].

Liposomes are spherically closed lipid bilayers, surrounding an aqueous

compartment, as shown in Figure 1.6. The first liposomes were observed by Bangham and

Home in 196l while studying the effects of phospholipids on blood clotting [86].

Phospholipids

\0ater

Figure 1.6 Structure of a Liposome
(reproduced from reference 78)

Liposomes can be formed using phospholipid mixtures, synthetic phospholipids or

purified phospholipids. Phosphatidylcholines (lecithins) are the most commonly used

phospholipids for the preparation of liposomes. Most naturally occurring phospholipids have

a hydrophobic tail made up of two fatty acid chains of 10-24 carbon atoms [36]. The

hydrophilic head is phosphoric acid bound to any of several water soluble molecules. Under

suitable conditions, in aqueous media, phospholipids will form the enclosed fluid-frlled

spheres known as liposomes. Spheres are formed, partly, because phospholipids are

amphipathic, i.e. they have a hydrophobic tail and a hydrophilic or polar headgroup.

Liposomes have been widely accepted as models for biological membranes. Like

membranes, liposomes are penneable to water, ions and non-electrolytes. This permeability is
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dependent on the chemical composition of the liposomes t87-89]. Initially liposomes were

used primarily as a ,"seurch tool, early investigations including studies of cell fusion,

antibody-complement interactions, and modelling of the actions ofc.nrcsthetics and antibiotics

te0l.

Subsequently, the uses for liposomes have become more widespread. physiologists

use liposomes extensively as simple models of cell membranes [86], and there has been

significant interest in the potential of liposomes to encapsulate drugs, particularly anti-tumour

agents, for targetting within the body [86]. Liposomes have even found uses within the

cosmetics industry. For example, Christian Dior use liposomes in a facial anti-aging

preparation called "Capture" [78].

There are two main types of liposomes. There are multi-lamellar vesicles (MLV),

which have an "onion-skin" tyPe of structure and consist of several layers of lipid bilayers,

with alternating hydrophobic and aqueous regions. The other major form of liposomes is the

unilamellar vesicle in which a single lipid bilayer surrounds an aqueous core. Unilamellar

vesicles are generally characterised according to their size as small unilamellar vesicles

(SW) and large unilamellar vesicles (LW).

Liposomes can be prepared by a number of methods leading to the different vesicle

systems [79]; MLV, SUV and LUV. MLV are the easiest liposomes to prepare but they are

not ideal as models for biomembranes [91]. SW are better models than MLV as there is not

the disadvantage of the multi-layered structure. However, the surface of SLIV have a high

degree of curvature and this affects the properties of the phospholipids in the vesicles. LUV

af,e expected to provide the best model for biomembranes. Preparations of SUV gives a more

homogeneous size of liposomes in solution than preparations of LUV and for reasons of ease

of preparation and size homogeneity suv have been used in this studv.

1.6.3.2 Oil-Water Interface Models

As biological systems are generally too complicated to completely understand details

of the oscillation mechanism, there is a need to study artificial membranes that exhibit

excitability. There have been a number of studies on the electrical phenomenon associated
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with the excitation or oscillation of biological membranes but the physiochemical

mechanisms are not fully understood. Different types of artificial membranes with

excitability have been studied in investigating the mechanisms of biological excitation and./or

oscillation but there have been diffrculties with reproducibility lg2-g5J. Most studies with

artificial membranes use an external force such as pressure [96], voltage [92] or elechic

current [93] to drive the oscillations and the oscillatory variable is usually electric potential or

hydrostatic pressure between the comparbments. In excitable biomembranes there is no

external force so it is necessary to sfudy self-excitable artificial membranes or a system where

the oscillations are self-sustaining.

These oscillatory phenomena have received attention as "dissipative" effects caused

in far-from-equilibrium systems [97]. Dupeyrat and Nakache [98] reported hydrodynamic

instabilities occurring at an interface between an aqueous solution of potassium chloride and

an organic solution of octadecyltrimethylammonium picrate in nitrobenzene when an electric

field was applied between the two phases. They later observed rela:ration type, quasiperiodic

variations in the electric potential and interface tension of a two-phase oil-water system

consisting of hexadecyltrimethylammonium chloride in water and picric acid in nitobenzene

or nitroethane. They proposed a mechanism to explain the interfacial movement based on

ion-pair complexes between the hexadecyltrimethylammonium cations and picrate anions.

Based on theoretical considerations, Sanfield et al. clumed that interfacial movement could

not take place by the proposed mechanism because no co-operative or auto-catalytic process

was involved [99]. Thermodynamic theory concerned with nonlinear, far-from-equilibrium

states suggest that a process ofthis type is essential to cause dissipative structures.

Yoshikawa and Matsubara [00] reported a similar two-phase oil-water system that

exhibited sustained rhythmic oscillations of electric potential and pH. The organic phase was

picric acid in 2-nitropropane and the aqueous solution was hexadecyltrimethylammonium

bromide (CTAB). The mechanism proposed by Dupeyrat and Nakache, of ion-pair formation

between the picrate anions and CTA+, was extended to include co-operative movement of
CTA+ between the two phuft. CTA+, present mainly as micelles in the aqueous phase, move

to the interface where a m&olayer structure forms. When the CTA+ concentration reaches a
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critical value inverted micelles form with the sudden transfer of CTA+ into the organic phase.

As the monolayer concentation decreases the process is repeated and is observed as

sustained electrochemical oscillations. This mechanism was simulated mathematically and

reproduced the observed results quite well, although the model was too simple to give self-

sustaining oscillations.

The two-phase system was extended to a three-phase water-oil-water liquid

membrane [l0l]. The organic phase, picric acid in nitrobenzene, was imposed between two

aqueous phases, one of which contained CTAB and ethanol. This system showed sustained

and rhythmic oscillations of the potential difference between the two aqueous phases.

1.7 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (NMR)

A variety of l- and 2-dimensional NMR experiments were used for both chemical

shift assignments and to examine the behaviour of molecules in solution. These experiments

are described below.

1.7.1 Distortionless Enhancement by polarisation Transfer @EpT) tl02]
DEPT is an editing technique using polarisation transfer from lH to l3C nuclei which

allows CH, CH2 and CH, carbons to be distinguished. In the pulse sequence (l) p0 can be

varied to give different multiplicities. DEPT-135. uses a3/4npulse to give positive CH and

CH, signals and negative CHr signals. DEPT-90" uses a n/2 pulse to give only CH signals.

rH:
r3c:

(l)DI -90 -D2- 180 -DZ- p0 -D2 -decouple
90 180 -acquire

L.7.2 Solvent Suppression by pre-saturation 
[103]

Pre-saturation is also an editing technique whereby a resonance is irradiated prior to

acquisition. The inadiation eliminates the population difference between energy levels, i.e.

saturating the populations, and is commonly used to remove solvent resonances from spectra.
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1.7.3 Nuclear overhauser Effect (NoE) by Difference spectroscopy [104,105]

NOE is due to dipolar coupling and is a through space-effect rather than through-bond

and information can be related to internuclear distance. NOE is an aspect of nuclear

relaxation and is commonly measured by difference spectroscopy. NOE is where one nucleus

is irradiated while the change in amplitude of another resonance is observed. In difference

spectroscopy a speckum is accumulated with the system perhubed (e.g. a nucleus inadiated)

and then accumulated without the perturbation (e.g. off-resonance inadiation). To observe

the NOE the unperturbed spectrum is subtracted from the perturbed spectrum. The irradiated

signal is observed as a large negative peak while other peaks showNoEs.

1.7.4 Tr by Inversion Recovery [103]

T1 is the spin-lattice relaxation time. The main mechanism of relaxation for l3C in

typical organic molecules is dipole-dipole relaxation with rH nuclei.

(l), 

- 

AcquirerI1

Figure 1.7 Vector Diagram for T, by Inversion Recovery
(reproduced from reference 103)

The inversion-recovery method for determining T, values is a two pulse sequence (2)

where the z magnetisation is inverted with a n pulse (180"), as shown in Figure 1.7. As the

system is left to evolve by relaxation, the z magnetisation becomes less and less negative,

passes through zero and reaches the original M0. At different relaxation times (to) the

magnetisation is sampled by applying a n/2 (90) pulse which puts the remaining

magnetisation into the xy plane where the signal is detected. Recovery is in the form of an

exponential (3) and the T, is calculated from the intensities of the peaks. When the relaxation

delay is less than T,iln2 the signal is on the -y aris and is therefore a negative peak in the
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spectrum.

n-to -n/2-acquire

.\: AJ(1-lg(t/rt))

(2)

(3)

1.7,5 Insensitive Nuclei Assigned by Polarisation Transfer (INApT) [106,107]

INAPT is a one-dimensional long-range XII correlation experiment often used for

determining two- and three-bond heteronuclear connectivities. This modified INEPT

(insensitive nuclei enhanced by polarisation transfer) tl08] experiment is effective in

bridging three-bond connectivities and thus bridging non-protonated carbons.

1.7.6 Correlation Spectroscopy (COSIC U09,1 l0l

COSY gives homonuclear shift conelations via J-coupling using the Jeneer sequence

(a) and gives information on through-bond connectivities but no distance information. A

variety of COSY spectra can be obtained by varying the pulse sequence (a). The standard

COSY normally shows cross-peaks for two- and three-couplings. In a long-range (LR) COSy

four- and five-bond couplings can be observed. Double quantum filtered COSy (DeF-

COSY) spectra eliminate all singlets, including solvent peaks and may simpliff spectra about

the diagonal. COSYHG allows for pre-saturation of solvent resonances before acquisition of
a standard COSY.

n/2-tr-nl2 (4)

1.7.7 Heteronuclear Correlation (XH) tl I l-1131

XH conelation is usually l3C-lH correlation with the lH decoupled in the Fl domain,

removing JGIH) between spins not attached to the same r3C nucleus. The resulting spectrum

shows one-bond l3C-lH connections. In the pulse sequence (5) the l80o pulse on the X
nucleus may also be a composite 180" pulse consisting of 90o -240"-g0o.

rH: DO
r3C: Dl

-90 -D0 -90 -D3 -180 _D3 _90 _D0 -D3
(180)

90
90 -D4

-BB (s)
-acquire
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1.7'8 correlation spectroscopy uia Long Range couplings (coloc) [l 14]

COLOC is a long-range heteronuclear (usually t3C-tH) correlation experimen! giving

two- and three-bond l3C-rH connections. It is commonly used when J is less than 20 Hz but

the larger couplings may still be observed. The pulse sequence (6) is given below.

lH: Dl
l3c:

-90 -D0 -t80
-r 80

-(D2-D0) -e0 -BB (6)
-90 -D3 -acquire

r.1.e FLOCK F lsl

FLOCK, so named as the pulse sequence contains three BIRD (bilinear rotation

decoupling) pulses [116], is a long-range r3C-rH correlation experiment that has fewer

optimization problems than with other sequences such as COLOC. The FLOCK sequence

gives good sensitivity for many cross-peaks, successfully suppresses one-bond couplings, and

may allow two-and three-bond connectivities to be distinguished.
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Chapter Two

EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Liquid Membranes

2.1.1 Apparatus

Experiments were performed in a glass U-tube (12 mm inner diameter). The apparatus

is shown schematically in Figure 2.1. An organic solution A (a mL) was placed in the bottom

of the U-tube and aqueous solutions B and C (10 mL each) were simultaneously introduced

into the arms of the U-fube above the oil layer, without stirring. The aqueous solutions, B and

C, were connected through potassium chloride salt bridges to aqueous 3M KCI solutions and

silver/silver chloride electodes. The potential dif,lerence across the liquid membrane was

measured with a Radiometer pFVmV meter, connected to the silver/silver chloride electrodes.

All measurements were carried out at ZS"C.

X'igure 2.1 Experimental Set-up for Liquid Membranes
(a) mV meter (b) salt bridges (c) Ag/AgCl electrodes

(A) organic layer (B) surfactant/alcohol (C) tastant in aqueous solution

Two systems were investigated, with different solutions A and B. Solution A was the

organic phase, consisting of a ninobenzene solution containing picric acid or 2,2'-bipyridine.
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Solution B, the left-hand side (LHS) solution, contained a surfactant

(cetyltrimethylammonium bromide or sodium oleate) and an alcohol (ethanol or propanol).

Solution C, in the right-hand side (RHS) of the U-tube, contained the tastant (0.lM solution)

in each experiment (see Table 2.1 for details of each system).

Table 2.1 Details of Liquid Membrane Systems

Solution System I ll0| System 2 IllT
A 1.5 mM picric acid

in nihobenzene

5mM 2,2'-bipyridine in
nitrobenzene

B 5mM CTAB

5Yovlv ethanol

0.1 mM sodium oleate

SVovlv propanol

C lM tastant 0.lM tastant

2.1.2 Data Acquisition

An analogue record of the oscillations was taken by the use of a Toshin Electron chart

recorder, operating at a chart speed of 60 cm h-t. The oscillations were also recorded digita1y

on a computer with a sampling rate of 5 Hz. The ADC unit was the PC-LabCard pCl-gl2

Enhanced Multi-Lab Card, from Laboratory Technologies Corporation, using pC-LabCard

Application Software Model PCLS-702 "LabTech Acquire" as the software interface.

2.1.3 Data Processing

An in-house programme, "EXTRACT" which reformatted the files obtained from the

LabTech Acquire programme and reduced the files to a manageable size was employed. This

progralnme (Appendix l.l) was written by Dr. S. Tan, Deparhnent of Physics, University of
Auckland.

Oscillation peaks and bases were 'picked' using an in-house prografirme, "TR1AL,,,

written by Mr. H. Musgrave. This programme (Appendix 1.2) finds the maxima and minima

of the oscillations and writes the data to a new file for further processing.

Lotus l-2-3 Version 3.1, from Lotus Development Corporation Ltd, was used for the

statistical analysis of the peak data and for the graphical displays.
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2.2 Preparation of Liposomes

(Method modified from Reference l l8)

Lecithin (60 mg) was dissolved in a minimum volume of chloroform in a round-

bottomed flask and the solution was dried with very gentle heating by rotary evaporation to

form a thin filrn over the surface of the flask. DrO (l mL) was added to the flask and the

lecithin film was dissolved by agitation using a rotamixer and 3-4 boiling chips. The resulting

milky suspension contained mainly large unilamellar vesicles (LW) and multilamellar

vesicles (IULV) which were disrupted by sonication. The suspension was placed in a side-arm

test tube in an ice bath and sonicated under nitrogen for eight one minute intervals with a 30

second interval between.

The sonicator was a Braun 2000 Labsonic Ultrasonicator with an intermediate probe

which was positioned approximately 5 mm below the surface of the suspension. The

sonicator was set at the lowest power setting. The resulting solution was a suspension of

mainly small unilamellar vesicles (SUV). It was unnecessary to size the resulting SLfVs to

obtain reproducible NMR spectra.

ItMR

2.3.1 General

Spectra were recorded on a Bruker AM400 spectrometer, operating at a field of 9.4

Tesla. The operating frequency for lH was 400.13 MHz and the r3C frequency was 100.61

MHz. Spectra were recorded at298 K using a 5mm dual lH-l3C probe or a 5mm lH selective

probe. rH spectra were recorded using 32K datapoints while l3C spectra were recorded using

64K data points. Processing of spectra was carried out on a remote station using a Bruker

ASPECT 1000 computer. A number of different one- and two-d.imensional experiments were

used. For a description of these, see Section 1.7. For two-dimensional experiments 256 FIDs

of lK data points were generally used, with the 90o pulse determined for each sample.

2.3
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2.3.2 SamplePreparation

Commercially available (Aldrich) deuterated solvents of high isotopic purity were

used.

Samples were dissolved in an appropriate deuterated solvent. Referencing was to

solvent signals in the spectra while specta obtained in DrO were referenced to external DSS.

The liposome solution was prepared as described in Section 2.2. As the liposomes

were in a D2O solution, spectra were recorded on the suspension as prepared. Equivolume (1

mL) solutions of the tastants (lM in DrO) and the liposomes were combined and spectra

recorded.

2.4 Reagents

The solvents and chemicals used as reagents were, unless otherwise specified,

commercially supplied chemicals. The egg phosphatidylcholine (PC), or lecithin, was isolated

and purified by Ms. Diane Emery. The l8o-glycyrrhetenic acid and l8p-glycynhetenic acid

were supplied by Dr. Alistar Wilkins, Waikato University. Nitrobenzene was purified by

vacuum distillation, picric acid was dried in vacuo and monellin was freeze-dried to remove

solvent after spectra were recorded. Acesulfame-K (Sunett) was provided by Hoechst New

Zealand Limited.

2.5 Electron Microscopy

A suspension of liposomes was prepared by the procedure described in Section 2.2. A

drop (5 pL) of each preparation was placed onto a copper grid and after one minute it was

dabbed off with filter paper. A negative stain, uranyl acetate (5 frl.) was placed on the same

grid and left for one minute before being dabbed off. The grids were left to dry before the

photographs (Figure 2.2) were taken.
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Figure 2.2 Electron Microscope Picfures of Liposome Preparations
(a) in aqueous solution (b) with DMSO (c) with pyridine

Five preparations were examined by electron microscopy. See Table 2.2 for details of

each preparation. Addition of DMSO appeared to disrupt the liposomes and thus a solution of
lipid was seen' On the addition of pyridine the liposomes aggregated and subsequently

precipitated out of solution.

Ta4g.2._2 Preparations for Electron Microscopy

Sample Number Preparation:

Liposomes (500 pL) +

I

2 DMSO (50 rrl")
3 DMSO (2s0 pL)
4 pyridine (50 pL)

5 pyridine (250 pL)
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These experiments were carried out using the facilities of the Deparfrnent of Cellular

and Molecular Biology, University of Auckland.

2.6 PolyacrylamideGelElectrophoresis(PAGE)

Samples of monellin and thaumatin (5 pg and 10 pg each) were analysed by SDS-

PAGE according to the procedure of Segrest and Jackson [lt9], using l2.S%polyacrylamide

mini-slab gels. Bromophenol blue was used as the tracking dye. Electrophoresis was carried

out in constant current mode (10 mA) for t h atroom temperature. The gels were stained with

0.1% (dv) Coomassie Blue R250 for I h and destained overnight with 5% v/v acetic acid.

Plate I was performed in non-reducing conditions and Plate 2 in reducing conditions.

Molecular weights were compared with low molecular weight protein standards (Sigma MW-

SDS-70L). The standard molecular weights were 14200, 20100, 24000,29000,36000, 45000

and 66000 daltons.
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Chaptcr Three

3.1 Introduction

t:C Tr relaxation times are of interest as they provide an opportunity to study the

behaviour of molecules in solution rather than looking at the molecule itself as is generally

done, for example when assigning structures. T, is the spinJattice rela:<ation time (cf. the

spin-spin relaxation time Tr) and is a measure of the mobility of the molecule in solution.

Dipole-dipole relaxation with hydrogen nuclei is the major relaxation mechanism for l3C

nuclei in typical organic molecules. This relaxation follows the equation:

l/T':N"1g2 yn2fiz rcH-6 rc (1)

where yg,TH

rcH

NH

Tc

: gyromagnetic ratio for l3C and lH respectively

: C-H bond distance

: number of directly attached hydrogens

= reorientational correlation time, i.e. the average time for a

molecule to rotate through I radian

The function t. is a measure of the mobility of a molecule and how fast it 'rotates, in

solution and is the only effective variable in the equation. It can be seen that T, is inversely

proportional to t. (2).

T, cc l/t.

When T, is small the reorientational correlation time, 16, is long and rela:<ation is

faster. For typical organic molecules any changes that shorten r. will increase the relaxation

time, T,. For example, lowering the viscosity of a solution will reduce the constraints on

moleeular tumbling and thus will reduce r. and increase T,.

T, relaxation times have been used as an aid to structural assignment [120] and more

(2)
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recently in studies of molecular dynamics tl2[. The present study has involved a

determinination of T, relaxation times for a number of tastants in aqueous solution, both

alone and in the presence of liposomes (used as model membranes). The T, values were also

determined for the liposomes both in the presence and absence of tastants. The T, values of

the tastants in aqueous solution alone were compared with those determined in aqueous

solution containing the liposomes. From this comparison attempts were made to identify the

region(s) of the tastants that were involved in the primary interactions with the liposomes.

The important feature is not the quantitative T, values but rather the changes in T1 that occur

when the tastant and liposome interact. Liposomes have been used successfully as a simple

model of a membrane in other studies such as the interactions of proteins [122,123] with cell

membranes and hormone-receptor interactions llz4l.If the liposome model has been an

adequate model for the taste receptor then the points of interaction between the tastants and

liposomes will reflect the binding sites of the tastant with the taste receptor on the tongue.

The other aspect of these experiments is the changes to the relaxation times of the

liposomes, which will give an indication of how far into the lipid bilayer the tastant has

penetrated.

The aim of the present study was to work towards determining the three-dimensional

conformation that elicits a sweet taste response. Studies with similar aims have been carried

out by others [38,39,125-7] but none have involved the use of a model membrane. These

other studies have usually investigated some aspect of a group of closely related compounds

that exhibit a range of taste qualities and have attempted to define the varying taste qualities

in terms of the observed conformational data. In the present study a selection of sweeteners

of different structural types were used. The primary regions of interaction with the liposomes

were determined by looking for changes in the mobility of nuclei since if a nucleus is less

mobile in solution it can be presumed to be interacting with the model membrane at that

point.

The inversion-recovery method for determining T, relaxation times was used (see

Section 1.7.4). The T, determinations were canied out twice on the tastant alone and twice on

the tastant with liposomes present and the T, values then averaged. Figure 3.1 shows the
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stacked plot for the inversion recovery T1 measurement of sucrose. Along the x-axis are the

normal l3C chemical shifts and the y-axis shows the varying relaxation delays (tp) used in the

experiment. When to < Tt/ln2 a negative peak is observed in the spectrum. The point where

the peak intensity passes through zero corresponds to approximately half the T, value. The

intensities of the peaks measured from these spectra are used in the Bruker T, calculation

routine which was used to fit the magnetisation recovery by rela:<ation to the exponential (3)

and thus to calculate T,. The plot of the fitted curve for the C2'carbon of sucrose is shown in

Figure 3.2.

A,: A../(l-JsGbnt)) (3)

-Tl I il
r

--_---Ti 
, v

I-T
I

I-T
I I
I

Figure 3.1 Stacked Plot for Sucrose Tr Determination
tp/s (from bottom):0. 1, 0.5, 1,2, 4, 10, 20, 40

Figure 3.2 Example of a Fitted Exponential for T, Dctermination
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3.2 Results

The results of the T, calculations are given in the following tables (3.1-3.9). The l3C

nucleus of a methylene group will relax twice as fast as a l3C nucleus with only one hydrogen

attached and so the measured Tr value is normally divided by the number of attached

hydrogens. As the current interest is in the change in the relaxation times which is given by a

ratio of the T, values with and without liposomes present in the solution, this adjustment for

the number of attached hydrogens has not been carried out.

:relaxation time of tastant alone in aqueous solution

:rela:cation time of the tastant in solution with liposomes

Trfl)ffr is a ratio that gives a measure of the change in relaxation time on going from

the tastant alone in solution to the tastant and liposomes in solution. A ratio of less than one

indicates faster relaxation or a decrease in the mobility of the nucleus in solution. When the

ratio is greater than one, relaxation is slower and the mobility of the nucleus in solution is

increased. The closer the ratio is to unity, the less change has taken place in the T, relaxation

time and in the mobility of the nucleus. Where no figure is shown, the T1 value was not

detemrined as the calculation routine could not fit the intensities to the exponential. This

sometimes occurred when the spectum was crowded or the signal-to-noise ratio was low.

When the figure is quoted in parentheses it is not an average value, but rather is determined

from a single calculation.

Table 3.1 Acesulfam-K

Tl

Tr0)

4
K'

J
o
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Table 3.2 Aspartame

nl2
goocH3

, | /--\H2NCHpoNHcircHz___{, 
),,J...'^^i--5 4 V_/cH2cooH

9r032

Carbon

Number

6(t3C)/ppm T,/s T,0)/s Tr(t)/Tr

I 173.38 42.83 4t.64 0.97

2 t02.28 4.39 3.41 0.78

3 165.33 27.05 20.73 0.77

4 20.28 5.21 5.05 0.97

Carbon

Number

6(t3C)/ppm Trls T,(l/s Tr0)ffr

I t28.32 0.67 0.54 0.81

2 r29.87 0.90 0.80 0.84

3 t30.23 0.89 (3.00) (3.36)

4 137.43 5.10 3.40 0.67

5 37.38 0.35 0.68 1.95

6 55.51 0.75 0.75 1.00

7 170.42 6.20 3.82 0.62

8 51.49 0.72 (2.60) (3.61)

9 37.97 0.47 0.60 t.27
10 r76.91 6.58 5.17 0.78

ll 174.r4 8.70 4.74 0.54

t2 54.04 2.08 (2.7e) (1.34)
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Table 3.3 Cyclamic Acid

Table 3.4 Glucose

o
llNH_S_OH
tl
o

HO4vHSH
*-H{,(H,oFr)

Carbon

Number

6(t3C)/ppm Tt/s T,(l)/s Tr0)/Tr

54.41 3.98 3.09 0.78

2 34,39 2.09 1.83 0.88

3 2s.76 2.r2 1.68 0.79

4 26.15 t.49 1.00 0.84

Carbon
Number

5(t3C)/ppm T,/s T,(l)/s Tr0YTr

ctl 93.t4 1.158 0.877 0.76
u.2 75.52 r.173 1.066 0.91
a3 73.80 1.153 0.848 0.74
a4 70.68 t.224 1.105 0.90
cr5 72.48 1.148 1.016 0.89
cr6 6t.62 0.688 0.316 0.46

Bl 97.00 t.209 r.706 l.4l
p2 75.t7 1.2t2 t.722 1.42

B3 77.00 1.168 t.463 1.25
p4 70.64 t.203 r.495 t.24
p5 76.80 r.182 1.552 t.3l
p6 6t.79 0.637 0.808 r.27
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Tablc 3.5 Glycine

Table 3.6 Saccharin

HNzCH2COOFI
2l

Carbon

Number
6(trC)/ppm T,/s TrQ/s Tr(l)/Tl

I 173.47 26.s89 46.451 t.75

2 42.47 3.457 4.1 89 t.2l

Carbon

Number
6(r3C)/ppm T,/s Tr(l)/s Tr0)/Tr

I t24.81 2.730 r.796 0.66

2 t34.46 2.275 t.419 0.62

3 134.99 2.252 r.505 0.67

4 r?t.42 2.669 t.824 0.68

t42.96 27.362 r6.300 0.60

6 133.53 24.s71 (12.02s) (0.4e)

7 173.73 36.846 (22.0t6) (0.60)
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Table 3.7 Sucrose

HOH2C

H

Carbon

Number

6(r3C/ppm Tr/s T,(l)/s Tr(l)/Tr

I 93.22 0.496 0.451 0.91

2 72.t1 0.52s 0.47s 0.90

J 73.60 0.547 0.524 0.96

4 70.35 0.525 0.49r 0.94

5 73.44 0.547 0.479 0.88

6 6t.t4 0.327 0.282 0.86

I 62.36 0.290 0.276 0.95

z', 1,04.73 6.453 6.274 0.97

3', 77.41 0.506 0.459 0.91

4', 7s.02 0.518 0.454 0.88

5' 82.42 0.465 0.448 0.96

6', 63.41 0.335 0.322 0.96
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Table 3.8 Quinine

N

Carbon

Number

6(r3C)/ppm 6(t3C)(l)/ppm Tr/s T,Q)/s Tr0)[r

I r02.37 0.39s

2 158.93 159.32 3.202 3.455 1.08

J n4.47 120.52 0.377 0.289 0.77
4 r31.28 132.63 0.340 0.814 2.39
5 143.80 t43.67 2.235 (1.810) (0.81)
6 148.37 148.33 0.377 0.463 1.23

7 t22.94 t23.3s 0.342 0.251 0.73
8 t45.54 146.26 1.751 1.781 t.02
9 t26.74 t27.07 2.005 3.164 1.58

l0 68.86 68.80 0.424 0.296 0.70
il 6r.02 61.10 0.471 0.499 1.06

t2 20.2r 20.25 (0.234) 0.273 (1.17)
t3 27.01 27.23 (0.484) 0.757 (1.56)
L4 24.52 0.310

15 45.08 0.201

t6 55.39 0.244

t7 37.21 37.38 0.443 0.385 0.87
l8 l3 8.96 r39.22 1.439 1.370 0.95
l9 tt7.r9 1t7.22 0.448 (0.s22) (1.17)
20 57.07 57.20 1.r42 1.491 r.3l
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Table 3.9 Liposomes

I

-,1*-V"-t-"-Y'I o_ (--o

Phosphatidylcholine

Liposomes
Liposomes Tr0)/T,

*Sweeteners # *Non-SweetenersO
C Type

*
61t:9,
ppm

T,/s 1 2 3 4 I 6 7 8 9 10

co t74.7 t.34 1.18 0.82 1.31 3.64 t.47 (2.33)

I
tt

i
P

_v

{
5

1.55

+-

-)
o

6

f

o

u
(
)

7.22
CO 174.3 1.68 0.98 t.2l (0.81) 0.88
C:C t30.7 0.73 0.59 0.89 1.03 0.96
C:C 130.4 0.50 t.22 0.74 1.09 1.34 1.03 1.04 (1.2s) 1.07
C:C r29.0 1.00 0.51 0.75 0.79 0.60 t.02 0.76 (0.86)

cHrhg 67.r 0.36 0.68 1.16 2.03 0.97 1.16 1.39 1.69 r.67
CHlhg 60.6 0.34 0.92 2.24 3.93 2.03 0.81 1.0s 1.20 0.99
cHrhg 55. r 0.40 1.00 1.09 t.t4 t.07 0.97 1.09 1.18 I .15
CHrch 35.1 0.3s l.ll t.24 r.34 0.59 (2.01)
CHrch 33.1 0.89 0.82 t.32 0.88 1.06 r.06 t,23 t.2l
CH.,ch 30.9 0.51 0.87 0.96 0.67 1.10 0.86 1.51 l.l9 0.92
CHrch 28.2 0.50 t.07 0.69 0.86 r.20 1.38 1.63 (0.83) t.28
CH"ch 26.6 0.40 1.10 0.84 1.23 0.78 1.40 1.57 l.5l
CHrch 23.8 t.32 1.00 l.0r 0.96 1.09 t.t2 l.0l 1.04 1.13
CH3ech 15.0 2.65 1.01 t.t2 1.06 l.l0 l.0l 1.08 1.19 1.04

* /,.9:headgroup, cft:chain. eclr=end of ct atn* i8-headgroup, cA:chain, ech=end ofchain
# I =cyclamic acid,2:glucose,3=glycine,4:saccharin,5:sucrose,6=acesulfam-K,7=aspartame
0 8=KCl,9:HCl, I O:quinine
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3.3 Discussion

3.3.1 Effcct on thc Tastants

3.3.1.1 Glucose

D-Glucose has a mutarotation time of approximately 10 minutes which although long

on the NMR time scale, is short in the time-frame of the T, relaxation time experiments. The

solution of D-glucose used in the experiment was at the equilibrium ratio of cr and B anomers

(39.7:60.3). In Table 3.1, it can be seen that the ct, and B anomers of D-glucose behaved

differently on going from aqueous solution to a solution containing liposomes. For cr-D-

glucose all of the T, values are smaller in the liposome solution and the opposite is true for

the B anomer. There is some controversy as to the relative sweetness of c, and B-D glucose

Il l]. It has been variously reported that p-D-glucose is sweet while the a anomer is tasteless,

that a-D glucose is sweeter than p-D glucose, and that there is no significant difference in the

sweetness intensity of the two anomers. Even allowing for this turcertainty, present results

suggest that compounds of different sweetness intensities will interact differently with the

membranes and that the T1 relaxation times can be used to

Figure 3.3 Glucosc
(a) a-D glucose (b) p-D glucose

distinguish between them.

I

I

L
(a)
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For glucose it is seen that the cr anomer had shorter T, values on interaction witir the

liposornes. Therefore rc was increased ud the mobility of cr-D-glucose was reduced

irnplying that a-D-glucose was intcracting with the liposorncs and thus impeding its

mobility. B-D-glucose, on the other hand, was more mobile in solution with the liposornes

implying that the p zuronter was able to move more freely in solution with the cr anomer

bound by its interaction with the membrane, or even that the B anomer was being actively

excluded from interaction with the liposomes. The ratios Tt(l)/Tr show those nuclei that have

experienced the greatest change in T, and so the greatest degree of interaction with the

liposomes. For tlie fl anolller, C6 shows thc Iargest decrease in the T, value, followed by C3

and Cl. The B anonrer shows tlte greatest changes in T, for C2, CI and C5. The points

showing the most interaction with the liposomes are different for each anomer. This is further

evidence that the o and p aitomers behave differently whcn in solution with the liposomes.

3.3.1.2 Sucrosc

Figure 3.4 Sucrosc
C atoms showing the greatest change in T, arc indicated.

O atoms arc shown in black (some arc onritted for clarity).
I-I atoms omittcd for claritv.
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For sucrose all of the T"s were sutaller on interaction with the liposomes indicating

that the whole tnolecule had less freedom of movcment. This would irnply that the whole

molecule was involved in thc intcraction with the nrodcl mcnrbrane. Some carbons showed a

greater change in T1 which suggested that some carbons were more involved in the

interaction with the liposomes than the others. It is possible to find a conformation for

sucrose where these fivc carbons can all bc along one side of the molecule and in a position

to interact with the membrane (see Figurc 3.4).

3.3.1.3 Accsulfam-I(

Acesulf'atn-K had stnaller T1 relaxation times when in solution with liposomes than

when in solution alone. Tlte greatest changes in T, occurred for C2 and C3, i.e. those carbons

involved in the ring double bond.

3.3.L.4 Aspartaruc

Figure 3.5 Aspartamc
C atorns showing the greatest change in T1 are indicated.

I-I arc atoms omittcd for clarity.

There was somc difficulty in calculating the T, rclaxation times of aspartame when in

solution with the liposomes. This was a repcatablc phenomcnon and some values of T, are
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not as reliable as others. Aspartame showed a mixture of increased and decreased T, values

on interaction with the liposomes. It is possible to find a conformation of aspartame that will

place CI, C2, C7, C10 and Cl I (the l3C nuclei with reduced T,'s) on the same edge of the

molecule in such a way that they can interact with the surface of the liposome (see Figure

3.5). The T, value of C4 was also reduced and although this carbon nucleus is not on the

same edge of the molecule as the other nuclei with reduced mobility, its mobility will be

impeded by the restrictions on movement of Cl and C2 due to their interaction with the

membrane' C3 showed an increase in T1, although this value is less certain than the others.

C3 would sit too far above the plane that contains the nuclei interacting with the liposome

and would be not be involved in the interaction. C7, C10 and Cl I are all carbons of C=O

$oups with vicinal groups carrying hydrogen atoms so there is ample opportunity for the

AH-B glucophore criteria to be filled but measurements of internuclear distances, through

NMR and modelling would be required to confirm this.

3.3.1.5 Cyclamic Acid

This is another small molecule, like acesulfam-K, and all of the carbons have reduced

T,'s on interaction with the liposome solution. The amount that T, changed was similar for all

carbons.

3.3.1.6 Glycine

This amino acid is also a small molecule. The T, relaxation times for both carbons

increased on interaction with the liposomes. Glycine differs from most of the other

sweeteners being considered as it forms a zwitterion in solution. Thus it will be heavily

hydrated and its motion in solution will be slowed down as a result. On going to the solution

containing liposomes glycine is likely to be less hydrated and will be freer to move in

solution. This would result in increased r, varues, as observed.

3.3.1.7 Saccharin

Saccharin is, like acesulfam-K, a small ionic molecule and all of the T, values were
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smaller when it is in solution with liposomes. Most of the ratios of T,(l)/T, were of the same

magnitude i.e. between 0.60 and 0.68, the exception being C6, which has less reliable values

of T, and gives a ratio of 0.49.

All of the Tt values of the smaller molecules change in the same direction within the

molecule, i.e. all values in a molecule either increase or they all decrease, suggesting that the

whole molecule is involved in the interaction with the membrane. In some cases, e.g.

acesulfam-K and sucrose, the degree of change in T1, and hence the involvement in the

interaction with the membrane, varies for different parts of the molecule. Glycine and

aspartame both form zwitterions in solution and the resulting hydration may explain the

differences observed in their behaviour. The dipeptide, aspartame, is large compared to

glycine and this larger size could make some difference, with only parts of the molecule

interacting with the membrane.

3.3.1.8 Non-sweeteners

Only quinine can be considered here as HCI and KCI do not give rre NMR spectra.

The l3C spectrum of quinine with the liposomes is crowded and calculations of T, were not

always successful' Some T,'s increased and some decreased on interaction of quinine with the

liposomes. The major increases in T, all took place in the unsaturated regions of the

molecule, i.e. the aromatic ring and the allylic group. There were more increases in T, than

decreases and there were a number of increases of T, where the ratio Tl(l)lTl was large

(greater than 1.3) but there were no corresponding large decreases (the smallest ratio is 0.70).

There is a wide range of values of the ratio T,(l)/T, from 0.70 to 2.39 in contrast to the

sweeteners which did not exhibit this range of values. Quinine differs further from the

sweeteners in the effect on the chemical shifts, no significant change in the chemical shifts of
the tastant being observed on going from aqueous solution to the liposome solution. For

quinine some carbons had small but significant changes in their chemical shifts, e.g. C2 has a

chemical shift of 158.93 ppm in aqueous solution and this becomes l5g.32 ppm in the

liposome solution.
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3.3.2 Effect on the Liposomes

3.3.2.1Sweeteners

In all cases some T, relaxation times of the liposomes have increased and some have

decreased when the tastant was added to the solution. When acesulfam-K was added the

largest changes in the Tr values of the liposomes occurred at the carbonyl groups, one of the

headgroup CHr's and at some points along the CH, chain. Nearly all changes show an

increase in the mobility of the carbon nuclei. It was not possible to calculate the T, relaxation

delays of the liposomes with any confidence when aspartame was present. The biggest

changes in T,'s of the liposomes in the presence of cyclamic acid were decreases in the T, of

the double bond CH groups and of a CH, in the headgroup but in general the magnitude of

the changes were less than those seen for acesulfam-K. Glucose caused the only significant

decrease in the mobility of the carbonyl groups. The other notable changes in T, occurred for

double bond CH's and the headgroup CHr's. The T1 relaxation times of the headgroup CH2

carbons were significantly increased in the presence of glycine, indicating a greater mobility

of the headgroup. This is further supported by the increased T, for the headgroup methyl

carbons. The remaining more significant changes show a decrease in mobility. Saccharin, like

acesulfam-K, is an ionic sweetener and it also caused the greatest T, changes to be in the l3C

signals of the carbonyls, the CH of the double bond, CH, of the headgroup and at some

points along the CHr chain of the tail. The most significant changes in the T, values of the

liposomes in the presence of sucrose occur at a carbonyl group and at some points in the long

chain of the tail. The remaining carbons have some decreases and some increases in T,

values, although the magnitude of the changes is not large.

3,3.2.2 Non-sweeteners

HCI could not be considered as the liposome solution went fiom a cloudy white

solution to a dense gelatinous mass on the addition of HCl. For both KCI and quinine the

magnitude of the changes in the rela:<ation times (both increases and decreases) is generally

larger than those seen for the sweeteners, the changes usually leading to an increase in T1, i.e.
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3.4

an increase in the mobility of the liposomes.

In general the changes in the T, values of the liposomes differ depending on which

tastant is present. The changes are smaller towards the end of the long chain of the tail, which

is in the centre of the lipid bilayer while the larger changes take place around the headgroup,

on the surface of the liposomes.

Conclusions

It can be seen that the various sweeteners behaved differently when in solution with

the liposomes than when alone in aqueous solution. For the smaller molecules the whole

molecule appeared to be involved in the interaction with the membrane, while for the larger

molecules some regions of the molecule were interacting more stongly than others. The

results for glucose showed that structurally similar tastants with different taste qualities

interacted differently with the liposomes. The observed results for both suqose and

aspartame suggest that the tastants can be forced into non-energetically favourable

conformations by the interaction with the liposomes. These results are encouraging and

would suggest that further work in this area will be worth pursuing.

3.5 Further Studies

The measurement of lH chemical shifu, coupling constants and NOE information

would enable molecular modelling to be used. The conformational changes occurring in the

tastants on interaction with the model membrane could be tracked which would aid

identification of the regions most involved in the interactions and those responsible for the

sweet taste reponse. Molecular modelling would also provide information on how deep the

tastants penetrate into the lipid bilayer of the model membrane and what other effects the

interaction was having on the liposomes.

Studies of closely related compounds which have different taste qualities would allow

any observed differences in behaviour to be related back to taste rather than just struct're.

Most of the compounds considered here were fairly small and it would be useful to study
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Chapter tr'our

LIQTIID MEMBRANT'S I
The Taste Groups

Introduction

Yoshikawa et al. investigated [15,101,128-130J a number of systems involving so

called liquid membranes and reported that systems of this nature could be used to distinguish

between different classes of chemicals by variations in the pattern of the oscillations of the

potential diflerence between the aqueous phases of the membrane. Mechanisms have been

proposed to explain the observed self-sustaining oscillations although they do leave some

questions unanswered. The liquid membranes in these studies are very thick and bear little

relation, size-wise, to biological membranes. It is not even certain that the observed

oscillations are due to the liquid membrane or if they are a function of some other factor

which might be involved.

Figure 4.1 Experimental setup For Liquid Membrane system

(a) mV meter (b) salt bridges (c) electrodes

(A) organic layer (B) surfactant/alcohol (c) tastant in aqueous solution
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Figure 4.1 shows the experimental set-up used by Yoshikawa et al. who investigated

a number of systems using different components [15,101,128-130]. The first system used

contained the surfactant CTAB and ethanol in the left-hand aqueous solution while the

organic phase consisted of picric acid in nitrobenzene [5,128,129]. In later studies a

different system was used, with the surfactant being changed to sodium oleate, l-propanol

being used instead of ethanol, and the nitrobenzene containing 2,2'-bipyridine [l17,130]. This

second system reportedly gave better, more consistent results, particularly for sfudies

involving tastants [l3l]. In the present study the CTAB/ethanol system gave the expected

result of self-sustaining oscillations in electric potential across the aqueous phases. On the

other hand no oscillations were obtained using the system containing sodium oleate and l-
propanol. Only the CTAB/ethanoVpicric acid system was used in the present investigation.

The present study is concemed with the ability of liquid membranes to distinguish

between classes of chemicals, in particular between representative chemicals that elicit one of

the four taste responses. An understanding of the mechanism of the self-sustaining

oscillations, while interesting in itself, is not necessary for use of the system. As current

knowledge does not allow the taste of compounds, particularly sweeteners, to be determined

by any means except actual tasting, the liquid membrane oscillatory system was investigated

for use as a simple experiment that could identifi and ultimately predict the tastant class to

which a chemical belonged to. Some correlation must be found between the taste of a

compound and a feature or pattern in the oscillations and this requires an analysis of the

potential difference signal. Before this can be done however, it is necessary to consider

briefly the basic theory of signal processing.

4.2 Signal Processing

Any quantity that varies over time can be considered as a signal. In the present work

the quantity that varied with time was the potential difference across the liquid membrane.

The signal is a continuous or analogue signal, meaning that it exists at every instant in time,

rather than a disffete (digital) signal where it is sampled at various (usually regular) times.

Often a signal is continuous but must be sampled, giving discrete signals, to produce data
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suitable for manipulation. As it takes some time to sample data it is possible that there will be

some change in the sample value over the sampling time.If the sampling time is short there is

likely to be little variation in the sample value but as the sampling time increases there will

be more variation likely and this has to be taken into account. As a result of the accuracy

required and the rounding of numbers the signal will be quantised. This will affect the

accuracy of results and must be considered in the presentation of any conclusions. The

sampling and quantisation process must be done with care to prevent a gteat loss of accuracy

and incorrect conclusions being drawn.

NON.DETERMIMSTIC

(Random or Stochastic)

PERIODIC ALMOSTPERIODIC

SIGNAL
I

APERIODIC
(Transient)

STATIONARY NON.STATIONARY

X'igure 4.2 Signal Classifications

Signals can be classified into trvo $oups (Figure 4.2):

l) Detenninistic:' -signals that can be described completely by

mathematical functions and for which it is possible to calculate what the value will be at

some future time, as well as what it was at some time in the past. Deterministic signals can be

described in three sub-groups.

(i) Periodic:-these signals have a basic shape that is repeated indefinitely, with a

period T. It can be decomposed into fundamental sine waves and sets of harmonicallv related

sine waves.

(ii) Almost periodic:-these are signals that are made up of fundamental sine waves

but also have components that are not harmonically related.

(iii) Aperiodic (Transient):-signals that have no repetitive form are known as

aperiodic.

DETERMINISTIC
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2) Non-deterministic (Random or Stochastic): these signals must be described

using statistical methods. There is no way of predicting an exact value at some point in the

future and a past value can only be determined by looking at a record of past behaviour. It is

possible to estimate a probable value if something is known of the statistics of the signal.

Stochastic signals can be divided into two sub-groups:

(i) Stationary:-The characteristics of the signal, as described by statistics, do not

change with time.

(ii) Non-stationary:-The characteristics do change with time.

In the present study the output was a continuous signal from a voltmeter which was

converted into a discrete, quantised signal by the use of an analogue-to-digital converter

(ADC). The sampling rate used was 5 IIz. The analogue trace (Figure 4.3) shows that a

stochastic signal was being observed, and so it must be described using statistical methods

rather than mathematical formulae.

-0.6
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Three fields can be characterised and used to describe stochastic signals; amplitude,

time-domain and frequency domain. The amplitude and time-domain characteristics can be

described using a statistical approach. This information is determined from a time history of
the observed signal. The frequency domain can also be considered in this manner but there

are frtrther mathematical methods that can be used to describe the frequency domain

characteristics. It must be remembered that frequency characteristics of a signal do not give

any more information about the signal than other methods. It is just an alternative method of
displaying the information that often enables it to be inteqpreted more readily. The Fourier
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transform (FT) is the basis of cltaracterising the frequency domain of signals and it allows a

quantity that varies with time to be expressed as a frequency component or set of frequency

components. If f(x) represents the quantity that varies with time, the FT can be represented

mathematically by the equation

_ irxf(*)e (]x ll32l

or a number of equivalent equations [32]. The FT allows a function to be viewed in both the

frequency and time domain and can be used as an aid to analysis. The raw Fourier

transformed information is not usually used. Spectal information is normally displayed and

interpreted using'power spectra' U33], where the amplitude is defined in terms of the power

Spectral Density (PSD). The power associated with a system is proportional to the modulus

of the frequency component squared zurd the power density is then defined as the power per

frequency interval. Then the frequency component can be expressed as:

{n:r{o * jBn

l. l, I z zl

lx"l =lA. +B" 
I

:+ power *Xnt
2

pSD = Xn

frequency

4.3 Methods of Analysis

Results of a form similar to those obtained in this investigation have been presented

zurd analysed in a number of ways. Some methods provide little in the way of quantitative

results and are of limited use in comparing sets of data.

4.3.1 Analogue Trace

The simplest procedure is to present a trace of the analogue signal output. This method has

been used in a number of biological studies ]l34-1371and was used by Yoshikawa et al. in

F(.) = J_
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early studies of oscillating systems [l0],l2g]. This method allows only gross differences in

the oscillatory patterns to be observed, e.g. the presence/absence of oscillations and large

differences in the amplitude and period of oscillations, without quantiffing the results.

The trace history has been used to look at how features change over time (e.g. does

the amplitude change over time?) and to compare one parameter against another such as

amplitude versus period.

4.3.2 Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis is the usual tool in signal processing when dealing with stochastic

signals. This approach has been used in a limited fashion in biological studies, usually with

data being presented in the form of a frequency distribution graph. Yoshikawa et a/. used

frequency distribution histograms to describe the 'frequency' (defined as the inverse of the

period between peaks) of the oscillation pattern tl5]. A variety of other quantities have been

presented in this manner including conductance [136] and time of day tl34l.
The statistical analysis enables features and pattems to be quantified. The major

descriptors available from an analysis of the statistics are the average, the standard deviation

(which gives a measrue of the spread of values), and the frequency distribution. These

descriptors can be used for a variety of measurable parameters including period and

amplitude, and for parameters that can be derived from them such as frequency and peak

shape.

4.3.3 FourierTransform

This mathematical procedure is often used to aid analysis of a signal that oscillates

over time, and is frequently used in engineering applications and in such techniques as NMR.

It can simplify time-domain data by extracting the frequencies of oscillations.

The theory of signal processing shows that there are three areas for attention: - time-

domain, frequency domain, and amplitude. As the signals in this study are random the

amplitude and time-delaain can only be dealt with statistically. The frequency domain can be

described statistically, as Yoshikawa and co-workers have done [15], but can also be
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described using Fourier transforms. The peak shapes can also be described, in very simple

terms, using statistical techniques.

It must be remembered that this study is not concerned with the mechanisms involved

in the liquid membrane and the resulting oscillations but with the usefulness of the system as

a predictive tool. If the liquid membrane can be used to distinguish between different classes

of chemicals, particularly those belonging to the four taste groups, it could provide a simple

experiment to predict the taste characteristics of a previously untasted compounds. To do this

some pattern(s) in the oscillations must be correlated to the different taste categories. The

important features of the oscillations are not yet known so a number of parameters have been

studied, in order to determine which might be used as a means of distinguishing between the

taste groups.

4.4 Results

Three experimental runs were performed on each tastant and the results averaged for

the statistical description. Figure 4.4 shows a representative analogue hace of the oscillating

potential difference seen for each tastant, and for the system with no tastant present.

Inspection of the five traces allowed a general comparison of the oscillation patterns

to be made. Some similarities in the traces can be seen. In all cases there is a fairly steady

decrease in the baseline potential difference with time but later in the experiment the time

between peaks tends to increase and the peaks are not as regular. Only rarely is a positive

potential difference achieved, with most oscillations reaching a maximum potential

difference at 0 V or just below.

The most obvious difference is seen for the bitter tastant quinine, which shows a

noisy baseline with no large peaks. In fact the chart-record did not even register the baseline

noise. Quinine cannot be analysed in the same manner as the other tastants as there are no

peaks to analyse. When no tastant was present the oscillations are fairly regular in terms of
both period and amplitude. The period between peaks earlier in the experiment is

approximately 70 seconds and lengthens to around 135 seconds later in the experiment. The

oscillations reach the same maximum potential difference(-0.05 V) in a steady manner.
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'fhe oscillations continucd for 0.5 to 1.5 hours. The sour tastant, FICI, is quite different. The

first few peaks have irregular periods between thern and they reach a maximum potential

differcnce of around 0.0 V. Aftcr thesc initial pcaks thc oscillations scttlcd down to a fairly

regularperiod ofaround 50 scconds, increasing gradually to about 100 seconds by the end of

the experirnent. The amplitude of the peaks varies significantly between about 0.2 V and 0.35

V and is rnuch less than that scen for thc other tastants. Potassium chloride, the representative

of thc salty Lasl.c group, rcsultccl in oscillations with quitc an irrcgular pcriod, ranging from

30 seconds to over 200 seconds. The peaks for the KCI experiments often had a region at the

base of the peak where thcre was a very slow increase in potential difference prior to a very

sharp peak. Oscillations always carried on for over 2.5 hours when KCI was used.

x maxlma . minima

From tliis qualitative comparison of thc results it would appear that each tastant gives

a different pattern of oscillations in the liquid membrane. To be useful as a tool for predicting

the taste quality of rut unknown compound these differences need to be quantifiable. The

information used to quantify thc data has bcen analyscd in a fairly simplistic manner but from

the raw data a serics of valucs represcnting the maxima and minima of the potential

dilference of thc trace wcre extracted. Thc tirne ancl potential difference of each peak

followed by a minimum value betwcen thc peahs (see Figure 4.5) was recorcled and these

values used to calculatc a varicty of paramcters, viz.

Figurc 4.5 Calculation Of Parametcrs
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T : period, or time between maxima

Au : amplitude on the up side of the peak, or the difference in potential difference

between a minimum and the following maximum

Ad : amplitude on the down side of the peak, or peak height between a maximum

and the following minimum

ftnin : time from minimum to minimum

tpm : time from minimum to next maximum

trnp : time from marcimum to next minimum

-log f : f : llT, a measure of the frequency of the peaks, as used by yoshikawa and

co-workers [5]
Au and Ad are very similar and could be averaged, or just one of the values used. In

this discussion only Au will be considered. The quantities tnin, tmp and tpm can, in a very

simplistic manner, give some description of the shape of the peaks, eg. is the increase in

potential difference faster or slower than the decrease? As minima have been determined

rather than the base of the peaks, tmin is necessarily equal to tmp plus tpm. These values will

also be a reflection of the time between the peaks.

Table 4.1 summary of Measured Parameters for the Tastants

a average 6 standard deviation

The average, standard deviation and frequency distribution of each of these quantities

has been calculated. Table 4.1 gives a summary of the averages and standard deviations. The

average period (T) was different for each of sucrose, HCl, KCl, and for no tastant present,

ranging from 78.8 seconds for HCI up to 181.5 seconds for KCl. The standard. deviation, a

measure of the spread or variation of the values, is also of interest. The period for no tastant

and HCI have standard deviations of +32.6 seconds and +33.4 seconds respectively, while

Tastant T/s -los f Au/V tmin tmp tpm
Av.d sD.o Av. sD. Av. SD. Av. SD. Av. sD. Av. sD.

no
tastant

lll.l

r 36.0
78.8

l8l,5

32.6

64.8

33.4

t47.7

2.03

2.09
r.87
2.17

0. l3

0.22

0.15

0.25

.530

.550

.295

.467

.043

.0s8

.043

.462

t14.3

l3 8.3

79.8

l8l.0

35.3

62.8

37.6

t47.3

s2.2

74.7

25.5

I13.9

20.5

57.8

t7.7
t44.7

61.5

63.2

54.0

35.3

25.6

30.0
28.2
35.3

sucrose

Hc-r-
quinine no peaks
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sucrose has a standard deviation of +64.8 seconds and KCI has tl47 .7 seconds. The standard

deviation of the period of KCI is large and is a quantifiable reflection of the inegularities of
the oscillations observed in the analogue trace. In comparison, the standard deviations of no

tastant and HCl, of around t35 seconds is an indication of how much more regular the

observed peaks were in those traces.

So, we have an average value of the time between peaks and a measure, in the

standard deviation, of the regularity of that period. The quantity log f is a derivative of the

period (T) and as expected, shows similar trends to that of the period. The average value is

different for each tastant, ranging from 1.87 for HCI to 2.17 for KCl, and the standard

deviations are largest for sucrose (t0.22) and KCI (10.25).

The average amplitudes for no tastant and sucrose are very similar (0.530 V and 0.549

V respectively) and the average amplitude for KCl, 0.467 V, is only slightly less. The average

amplitude of the peaks for HCI (0.294 V) is significantly smaller than any of the other three

values. For all four experiments the standard deviation is very similar, ranging from +0.043

v to +0.06 v.

As expected the average tmin values and respective standard deviations are similar to

those found for the period. Differences can be observed, however, in the averages of tmp and

tpm. For no tastant and HCI tmp is smaller than tpm,.showing that the increase in potential

difference occtus more quickly than the decrease in potential difference to the next minimum.

In the case of no tastant, the difference between tmp and tpm is not large (52.2 second and

61.5 second respectively) but the difference is greater for HCI where tmp is 25.5 seconds and

tpm is 54.0 seconds. Sucrose and KCI both have tmp larger than tpm, so that the increase in

potential difference is slower than the following decrease. The difference between the values

of tmp and tpm is much less for sucrose (74.7 second and 63.2 second) than for KCI (l 13.9

second and 68.9 second).

The frequency distributions are most conveniently viewed in the form of histograrns.

Figure 4.6 shows the distribution of the periods, averaged over the three experimental runs,

for no tastan! sucrose, HCI and KCl. All four graphs show a broad range of values of the

period, with the no tastant graph the only example where the period never exceeded 200 s. for
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sucrose and no tastant the frequency distibutions are roughly biphasic and KCl, sucrose and

no tastant give rise to oscillations with most periods lying between 80 s and 180 s. The HCI

distribution is quite different since there is a greater number of occunences of each period

(sometimes more than 10, compared to no more than four in the other three cases). The

majority of periods fall in the region from less than 50 seconds up to 80 seconds.

Figure 4.7 shows the frequency disfribution plots of -log f. The frequency distibution

of values of -1og f for no tastant has values ranging from 1.64 to 2.32. The main peak in the

number of occurrences is found for -log f of 2.16. Sucrose has a broad peak ranging from

values of 1.84 up to 2.16 and a nflrowerpeak at Z.24.Theplot of -log f for HCI shows a peak

from 1.76 to 1.88. Most values of Jog f for KCI are over 1.92, with a significant number

greater than2.32. The peak is centred about 2.04.
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The distributions of the amplitudes are quite simple, as seen in Figure 4.8. Sucrose

and no tastant have the maximum number of occurrences at 0.56 V and although sucrose has
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an overall broader range of amplitudes than no tastant, the majority of amplitudes fall within

a nalrower range. The amplitude of the peaks for HCI are all below 0.44 V, with most

occurring below 0.40 V. The distribution of amplitudes for KCI ranged from less than 0.40 V

up to 0.60 v with the maximum number of amplitudes occurring at 0.4g v.

The frequency distributions of tmin, the time from minimum to minimum (see Figure

4.9), show a complete range of values from less than 50 seconds to over 200 seconds in all

four cases. The graphs are similar to those seen for the frequency dishibution of the periods,

with HCI tending towards smaller values (<100 s).
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Figure 4.9 Frequency Distributions of tmin
(a) No Tastant (b) Sucrose (c) HCI (d) KCI

In all cases the majority of tmp values, time from minimum to next manimum (see

Figwe 4.10) are less than 50 s. For no tastant there are no tmp over I l0 s while for sucrose

tmp covers the entire range of values up to more than 160 s. HCI has an insignificant number

of values over 50 s. KCI shows the largest number of values over 50 s, with a significant

number in the region of over 200 s.

o)
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The frequency distribution of tpm, the time from peak to next minimum (see Figure

4.1 l) showed that while most occunences were in the region below 50 s for all four cases, the

values ranged up to more than 160 s.

The most obvious differences to be noted from these results are those for HCl. The

period and the amplitude of the peaks for HCI are significantly smaller than for any of the

other cases. Values of -log f also tend to be lower overall. It can also be seen that the period

of KCI peaks tends to be longer than for sucrose and no tastant. This tendency to higher

values is more obvious in the distibution of -log f values. The amplitudes of peaks seen for

KCI are also lower than for those observed for no tastant and sucrose, although not as small

as those seen for HCl.

The frequency distributions of tmin, tmp and tpm reflect the results seen in the

distributions of T (eg. HCI and KCI have more frequent occrurences of the shorter time

values) but they seem to be more erratic. For these reasons it would seem that tmin, tmp and

tpm are less useful quantities than T, Au and -log f viewed as frequency distributions.

The results for no tastant and sucrose are very similar. In both cases there is a broad

distribution of periods, although sucrose has more longer periods. The amplitudes cover the

same range of values, but sucrose has more values of Au failing into a nilTower range.

The trace histories allow the relationship between two quantities to be considered.

Figure 4.12 shows a representative plot of the relationship between period (T) and elapsed

time (t) for each tastant. For no tastant it can be seen that the period generally varies over a

fairly small range (120-140 s) at the beginnining of the experiment but increases greatly

towards the end. The period of oscillations for sucrose increases slowly but steadily until

close to the end of the experiment where the increase is much more marked. HCI has a fairly

steady period with a small increase over time in the early stages of the experiment. However,

the increase in the period becomes more pronounced as t increases. For these three cases the

pattem is similar; there is a steady increase in the period at the beginning of the experiment

and the rate of increase is larger towards the end of the experiment. The KCI case differs

from these as the period is quite erratic tbroughout the experiment.
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The plots of the amplitude (Au and Ad) against period (T), shown in Figure 4.13, ue

all random scatter plots. There is no apparent correlation between the time between peaks and

the amplitude of the peaks.

Figure 4.14 shows representative plots of amplitude (Au) against elapsed time (t). The

cases of no tastant, sucrose and KCI are similar in that all three show a general decrease in

amplitude with elapsed time. No tastant has a decreasing amplitude over most of the

experiment but the amplitude begins to increase again right at the end of the experiment. The

amplitude for sucrose decreases more slowly than the amplitudes for no tastant and KCl. The

KCI amplitude is more erratic but still shows the general decrease which takes place at a

faster rate later in the experiment. The changes in amplitude for HCI are somewhat d.ifferent.

The amplitude increases for the first part of the experiment before decreasing steadily

towards the end of the elapsed time.
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A Fourier transform (FT) was caried out on each set of data. The FT program used

required an input of 1024 data points, so the original data files were reduced to a suitable

!, th
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size. This was achieved by selecting points at regular intervals, chosen to maximise the

number of poinl.s selected without exceeding 1024. Wren the number of selected points was

less tlran 1024 zero-filling was uscd to rcach l024 data points. After thc FT was perfonned a

power spectrum was calculated. A rcprescntative samplc of thc power spcctra are shown in

Figure 4.15. The horizontal axis is presentcd as chamel numbers (l-512) rather than as

frequencies. The I?T's arc not very useful as a method of characterising the oscillation

patterns as the peaks are often broad and clearly discrete frequencies are not seen. This is not

unexpected as the oscillations are not cornpletcly regular and therefore contain more than one

frequency. This is sholvn in the groupings of a number of closely-related frequencies in the

power spcctrurn.

0

(c)

100

of
I

(d)

Figure 4.15 Porver Spectra
(a) no tastant (b) sucrose (c) HCI (d) KCI
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4.5 Summary

The pattern of oscillations is different in each case. Some of these differences can be

observed in the analogue traces of the potential difference against time. euinine gives no

oscillations of the type observed for the other tastants, and the amplitude of the oscillations is

much less for HCI than for the others. The averages and the standard deviations of the various

parameters are different for each tastant, thus quantifuing the results to some extent. In

particular the average and standard deviation of the quantities tmin, tmp and tpm are the only

means looked at that give a simple measure of the shape of the peaks. The potential

difference in the cases of no tastant and HCl, increases to the peak faster than it falls away

after the peak while the reverse is seen for sucrose and KCl. The frequency distibutions

fiuther confirm the data provided by the averages and standard deviations but in addition

show how the results are distributed. It is seen that no tastant and sucrose give very similar

frequency distributions while for HCI every quantity tends to be smaller.The values for KCI

tend to fall in an intermediate position but are clearly different from the others. The results

for tmin, trnp and tpm tend to be more erratic than those for T, -log f and Au and it is difficult

to recognise trends. The frequency distributions of tmin, finp and tpm are of less value than

the other frequency dishibutions, although their averages are useful quantities. The XY plots

of data from the trace histories are of little value in characterising the tastants. The plots of T

against t shows roughly the same trends for each tastant while the plots of Au vs T are

completely random. The trends of the Au vs t graphs differ between tastants and may be of
some use. The FT is of little use as the oscillations are not sufficiently regular to give well-

defined power spectra.

No one parameter is an adequate description for the observed oscillations and a range

of quantities must be considered as a whole. If the liquid membrane system is to be useful in

predicting taste quality the most suitable quantities seem to be the average, standard deviation

and frequency distributions of T and Au, with Jog f providing a useful alternative view of the

data seen for T. The trace histories were also useful in showing how T and Au changed

during the course of the experiment. The relative average and standard deviations of tnp and

tpm gave a simple quantified description of the peak shapes. When these quantities and
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graphs are considered as a whole, the pattem of oscillations is different for each of the taste

categories aud therefore enables them to be distinguished.

However, more work is required to investigate whether the differences can be

generalised to include all members of a taste, category. For exaurple, it is not established if all

sour tasting compounds give the same responses in the liquid membrane as HCl. For this

reason it is not clear if the liquid membrane system has a future in predicting the taste

qualities of new and un-tasted compor:nds.
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Chapter Five

LIQTIID MEMBRAI{ES II
Sweeteners

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 4 representatives of the four taste groups were investigated, along with the

effects of no tastant, in the liquid membrane. In this chapter the study focuses on the sweet

taste class' This tastant category is of particular interest due to the desirability of the sweet

taste in foods and the search for suitable alternatives to sucrose as a sweerener.

Yoshikawa et al. extended their investigation of self-sustaining oscillations in a liquid

membrane by considering a variety of compounds from within one taste category. It was

reported that the liquid membrane containing CTAB, ethanol and picric acid gave oscillations

that had different patterns depending on the type of sugru added to the right-hand aqueous

solution [5]. Glycine was also included in their study.

In the present investigation a range of carbohydrates and non-carbohydrate

sweeteners were studied. The carbohydrates have a range of taste qualities compared to

sucrose which is taken as the standard, including tasteless and even bitter. The non-

carbohydrate sweeteners selected covered a range of structural types and had varying taste

profi les, including sweetness intensity, persistence and after-tastes.

In Chapter 4, only the liquid membrane with CTAB, ethanol and picric acid gave self-

sustaining oscillations and thus this was the liquid membrane used for the present study. The

experimental set-up was the same and the resulting data was analysed in the same manner as

used in Chapter 4. Only those quantities that had been found to be most useful in the analysis

of the different taste groups were used in this work.

5.2 Results

The carbohydrates used in this study were:

monosaccharides: fructose, galactose, glucoseandmannose
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disaccharides: lactose, maltose and sucrose.

Non-carbohydrate sweeteners that were studied were acesulfarn-K, cyclamic acid,

glycine and saccharin. Aspartame, dulcin, glycyrrhizic acid, monellin, perillartine and

stevioside were insuffrciently soluble in D2O to make up I M solutions and thus were not

studied.

Inspection of the analogue haces showed some similarities as were seen for the

different taste categories. The minimum potential difference reached becomes less negative

with time and when the oscillations cease the potential difference settles close to zero. In

most cases the period (T) increased with time. The traces of the carbohydrate experiments

(Figure 5.1) show that lactose and maltose patterns are very similar to each other but quite

different from those of the other carbohydrates. There were very few peaks with a long period

and they cannot be analysed readily in the same marlner as other results. Both lactose and

maltose are disaccharides that are considered to be nearly tasteless while the

monosaccharides range from very sweet (fructose) through sweet (glucose) to galactose

(nearly tasteless) and mannose (bitter). The periods of the oscillations became more irregular,

with a greater number of longer periods, as the sweetress decreases until mannose, where the

period of oscillation was very regular, is reached. Sucrose is a very sweet disaccharide and

the oscillation pattem was very regular with many more peaks than are seen for the other

disaccharides, lactose and maltose. In all cases the peak potential difference is close to zero

and the baseline potential difference slowly becomes less negative with time and lies between

-0.5 V and -0.7 V. For the non-carbohydrates the traces (Figure 5.2) showed that acesulfam-K

and saccharin have very similar oscillation pattems, with a much smaller amplitude (Au) than

the others and that this amplitude decreases significantly with time. This decrease in

amplitude was more marked than the decreases observed for the other sweeteners, both

carbohydrate and non-carbohydrate. Acesulfam-K and saccharin are the only ionic

compounds in the range considered. Glycine is zwitterionic in aqueous solution and the

pattem of oscillations showed a fairly steady amplitude but an irregular period. Cyclamic

acid had a regular period and a more erratic amplitude.
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Figure 5.2 Oscillations of Electric Potential Across a Liquid Membrane
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As seen for the representatives of the different taste groups, the traces of the potential

differences showed oscillatory pattems that may be used to distinguish between different

compounds. Again these differences needed to be quantified and this was achieved through

the use of statistics. Lactose and maltose are not included in this discussion as there are

insufficient peaks to enable ready analysis. The periods are very long, ranging between 200-

900 seconds but the amplitude of the peaks was typical for the carbohydrates at about 0.5 V.

Table 5.1 summarises the averages and standard deviations for the measured quantities. The

other carbohydrates had a range of average periods, with values between 109.6 s for mannose

and 196.5 s for glucose while the average periods and standard deviations for sucrose and

fructose (both very sweet) were similar at 136.0 +64.8 s and 155.1 +63.6 s respectively. The

standard deviations for glucose and galactose were larger, viz.196.5 +105.4 s

-o.8
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Table 5.1 summary of Measured Parameters of sweet Tastants

a average D standard deviation

and 175.9 +135.2 s. This is an indication that the period of the oscillations was more regular

for the very sweet carbohydrates and became less regular as the sweetness intensity

decreases. Mannose was the exception. It had the smallest average period and the least

variation (109.6 +51.4 s), indicating the most regular oscillations. The average periods and

standard deviations of acesulfam-K, cyclamic acid and saccharin were similar to each other,

and much less than for the carbohydrates. Acesulfam-K had an average period of 84.7 +2g.4

s, cyclamic acid 90.6 t30.5 s, and saccharin 100.4 126.9 s. Glycine had a larger period and

variation Q05.4 +123.6 s) than the other non-carbohydrate sweeteners.

The average values and variations of -log f had little apparent pattern. Each sweetener

had a different average value for -log f, with the value for mannose (2.01) less than those of
the other carbohydrates. Glycine had a significantly greater average -log f e.26) than the

other non-carbohydrate sweeteners, which had values ranging from 1.87 for acesulfam-K to

1.99 for saccharin.

All of the carbohydrates had an average amplitude (Au) of over 0.5 V, with values

ranging from 0.512 V for galactose to 0.550 V in the case of sucrose. Of the non-

carbohydrate sweeteners, only glycine had an average amplitude (0.545 V) similar to those of
the carbohydrate sweetenerso the other non-carbohydrate sweeteners all having an average

amplitude of less than 0.4 V. Acesulfam-K had a very small amplitude, on average, of 0.055

V, while saccharin had a slightly larger value of 0.102 V. The average amplitude of peaks for

cyclamic acid was 0.339 V which is comparable to the value of 0.295 V found for the sour

Tastant T/s -log f Au/V tmin tmp tpm
Av.a SD.D Av. SD. Av. sD. Av. sD. Av. sD. Av. sD.

fructose
glucose

galactose

mannose
sucrose

1 55.1

196.5

175.9
109.6
136.0

63.6
105.4

135.2

51.4
64.8

2.t6
2.23
2.17
2.0r
2.09

0. l6
0.26

0.24
0.l6
0.22

.549

.537

.512

.536

.550

.047

.069

.056

.037

.058

159.0

201.1
r79.3
108.9
138.3

68.2

105.7
t4t.9
44.7
62.8

133.5

109.9
52.8

74.7

94 .7 60.4

93.7
136.6
37,8
57.8

64.1

66.0
69.2
57.7
63.2

28.2

40.7
40.7
26.9
30.0

acesulfam-
K

cyclamic
acid

glycine
saccharin

84.7

90.6
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100.4

30.5

t23.6
26.9

.429 r.87

t.94
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r.99

0.30

0.12
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0.1I
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r02
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Figure 5.3 Frequency Distributions of Period (f) for Carbohydrates
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The values of tmin, the time from minimum to minimum, were very similar to those

for the period (T) and need no diseussion. The average tpm was less than the average value of
tnp for all the carbohydrate sweeteners and glycine and in the cases of mannose and sucrose

the two values were quite close. This indicates that the increase in potential difference up to

the peak took place more slowly than the decrease in potential difference after the peak had

been reached. For acesulfam-I! cyclamic acid, and saccharin the reverse was true. The
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change in potential diflerence was more rapid as the peak increases than when the peak was

dropping back to the baseline.

Figure 5.3 shows the frequency dishibutions of the periods (T) for the carbohydrates.

They all have a complete range of values, including some periods below 50 s. Mannose has

very few periods of over 200 s, while sucrose and fructose have some periods of greater than

200 s, but no more than they have in any other range. Galactose has more periods in the over

200 s range than in any other period range while glucose has a significant number of periods

of more than 200 s, compared with the numbers in any other range of periods. The greatest

number of periods fall in the range(s) of 110-140 s for fructose, 140 s for galactose, and I l0 s

for mannose. Glucose has no significant peak in the frequency disnibution. The frequency

distribution for sucrose has two peaks; the first is broad around the ll0 s range and the

second is narrower around the 170-180 s ranges. Of the non-carbohydrate sweeteners (Figrue

5.4) it can be seen that glycine generally has higher periods than the others, with a significant

number being greater than 200 s. The other non-carbohydrate sweeteners have lower periods,

especially acesulfam-K which has higher numbers of the very short periods (below 60 s).(a) O)

,0 t@ ll0 120 t30 rro tgr 160 l?0 tto l9o 2oo2oo+

60 ?o t0 90 ltxt lto t20 D0 r0 tlo t60 r?o l$ t9o 2(|(r 2q)+

T/s
Figure 5.4 Frequency Distributions of period (r) for Non-carbohydrates

(a) acesulfam-K O) cyclamic acid (c) glycine (d) saccharin

80 ,o t@ ilo Do tJo t{o t5o t6o t?o lto t90 200 2$+

,o 60 nt $ ro l(tr ilo 120 tJo lro tro t60 rt tm rm m to.
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The frequency dishibutions of -log f show results similar to those seen for the period.

The distributions for the carbohydrates are shown in Figure 5.5 where it can be seen that

sucrose and mannose have a broader distribution of values than the others. Fructose tends

towards the higher values and glucose has a signifrcant number of values in the range of
greater than2.32. Of the non-carbohydrates (Figure 5.6), glycine is the most differen! as it

-log f
Figure 5.5 x'requency Distributions of -rog f for carbohydrates

(a) frtrctose (b) glucose (c) galactose (d) mannose (e) sucrose

tends towards the higher values of -log f and has an insignificant number of values below

2.00. Acesulfam-K has more values in the lower ranges and has a broad peak in the frequency

r.60 l.6a t.6r | _11t 1.76 | .to | .l{ Lrr L,2 1.962.@ 2.0{ tttr1 t22. t6 1r0a!a x2r 132 lJr+ l.of.6.l.6t1.1!l.t5ttol.ral.$1.911.962.q'10rt.([1l12.r62.m1taLZaLt 2)r+
-log f-log f

1.60 l.5a 1.6t t.?2 1.76 l.lo l.ta l.tt 1.92 I

-log f

1.60 1.64 l.6r r.z r.76 l.t0 l.r4 t.tt l.n r.t61oor.04l.0t2.122.16t.2orJ,t 2.i!2.t1 lJzr

L60 t-64 t.6t l.1l l.t6 t_D t.r.t t.tt l.9t t.96!.002.tr1,0sr.122.162.tO2.L

-log f
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distribution centred about 1.96-2.0A. The dishibution of cyclamic acid has a peak in the range

of 1.92 while saccharin does not have a clear peak.
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The carbohydrates all have very similar frequency distributions of the arnplitude (Au),

shown in Figure 5.7.|n each case the peak in the distribution is at 0.56 V and none have any

amplitudes greater than 0.68 V. Glycine (Figure 5.8) is similar to the carbohydrates with a

distribution peak at 0.56 V and no amplitudes in the range of over 0.68 V. Acesulfam-K and

saccharin have all amplitudes less than 0.40 V while cyclamic acid has most Au below 0.40

V and all values lying below 0.44V.
(a) G)
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I

6
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0
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Figure 5i7 N'ire4uency Ilistrdbudoru of Arr for Carbohydratm
(a) fructose Q)gtuaose (c) galactoso (d) mannose (e) suerose

Fignro 5.8. tr':requenly Dlrtributions,of au for Non-carbohydr.attr
(a) acesuualr-K (b) c!@lardc acid (e) gtycine (<I) saocharin
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The trace history plotspf period (Q against elapsed time (t) for carbohydrates (Figure

5.9) show that all the carbohydrates have a general increase in period with time. This increase

is steadier for fructose, mannose and sucrose. Galactose has some steady regions intemrpted

by very large periods at quite regular intervals. In Figure 5.10 it can be seen that cyclamic

acid shows a slight decrease in the period of the peaks at the beginning and then later begins
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Figure 5.9 Elapsed Time y.r. Period
(a) fructose (b) glucose (c) galactose (d) mannose (e) sucrose

to increase again. Glycine starts with some larger periods and then settles to a reasonably

constant period with a slight increase with time. Later in the experiment the steady increase is

again broken by some longer periods. Acesulfam-K and saccharin are quite similar in their

h
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difference from the others comFounds, and both show a steady decrease in the period of the

oscillations with elapsed time.
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The plots of arnplitude (Au) versus elapsed time (t) for the carbohydrates (Figgre

5.ll) all show a general decrease with time. Galactose is the most enatic. Similar plots for

the non-carbohydrate sweeteners (Figure 5.12) show that they also have the general decrease

of amplitude with time.
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Fourier tranformations were not considered as they were not found to be very useful

in Chapter 4.

All of the carbohydrates elicit similar responses in the liquid membrane. They all

have periods that range from less than 50 s up to periods of more than 200 s. The amplitude

of the oscillations are all around 0.50-0.55 V and in all cases there is a tendency for the

period to increase with elapsed time and for the amplitude to slowly decrease with time. For

most of the carbohydrates tmp is larger than tpm. Within the framework of these similarities

there are slight differences that seem to relate to the relative sweet intensities of the

carbohydrates. It appears that, with the exception of mannose, the regularity of the period of

oscillation decreases as the intensity of the sweet taste becomes less. If the sweet intensity of

sucrose is considered to be l00yo, then fructose is approximately 114% sweet. The pattem of

the oscillations in the liquid membrane for these two tastants is very similar, even although

one is a monosaccharide and the other is a disaccharide. The average periods and their

respective variations are similar (see Table 5.1) and the average amplitudes are also very

close. The distribution of the periods is broad in both cases. The period gets less regular and

there are a greater number of longer periods as the carbohydrates become less sweet, within

the series of mono- and disaccharides. This is shown in the standard deviations of the period

as the monosaccharides are changed from fructose (163.6) to glucose (1105.4) to galactose (+

135-2).In the disaccharide series sucrose, which is very sweet, has a standard deviation in the

period of +64.8, similar to that of the very sweet monosaccharide fructose (163.6). The

statistics were not calculated for lactose and maltose but it can be seen in tace in Figure 5.1

that the period between the peaks is very much longer than for any of the other

carbohydrates. The sweetness intensities of lactose (30o/o) and maltose (35%) are very similar

andthis is reflected inthe similarity of the oscillations. Glucose (69%) and galactose (63%)

are sweeter than the two disaccharides and the pattern of oscillations is more regular.

Mannose is exceptional in a number of ways. p-D mannose is bitter but a-D mannose is

slightly sweet. The regulariU and the period of the oscillations are more like those seen for

sucrose and fructose than for any of the less sweet carbohydrates. Mannose is the only

carbohydrate for which trnp is less than tpm. Mannose is also the only monosaccharide where
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the predominate species in solution is the o-pyranose species. The p-pyranose form is the

major equilibrium species in solution for the other carbohydrates. As a-D mannose is slightly

sweet and will be the major species in solution in the time-scale of this experiment the

oscillations may not reflect the presence of a bitter tastant.

Of the non-carbohydrates, acesulfam-K and saccharin are the most alike in their

response in the liquid membrane, and are both quite different to any of the other tastants. The

periods and amplitude are much smaller than those seen for the carbohydrates and both of

these quantities decrease over time. For these ionic species tmp is smaller than tpm, the

opposite situation to the carbohydrates. The response of glycine to the liquid membrane is

similar to the carbohydrate response, including the relationship of tmp and tpm and the

amplitude of the peaks. As glycine is the only amino acid under study, few comparisons can

be made. Cyclamic acid, like acesulfam-K and saccharin, has a smaller average period and

amplitude than the carbohydrates but the difference is not as great. The pattern of the

oscillations for cyclamic acid is most like the pafierns seen for the only other acid studied,

viz.HCL The amplitudes are similar, as rue the values of tmp and tpm and other quantities.

5.3 Conclusions

These results suggest that major differences in the response of the liquid membrane

are due to structural differences. For example the carbohydrates are clearly different to the

ionic compounds which are in turn different to the acids. Within each structural type there are

smaller difflerences which may be related to taste characteristics of the compounds. An

example of this is the increasing inegularity of the oscillations as the carbohydrates became

less sweet. Also, the two acids gave similar responses but the differences between them may

be due to HCI being sotr while cyclamic acid is sweet. The liquid membrane system clearly

gives pattems of oscillations that, when described adequately, are characteristic of different

structural classes. Less obvious are smaller variations within a structural class that may give a

measure of the relative sweebress intensities within that class.
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5.4 tr'urther Studies

The range of saccharides should also be extended, as well as other carbohydrates such

as the sugar alcohols. The range of non-carbohydrate sweeteners should be extended,

although a number that were considered for this study were insufficiently soluble to prepare a

I M solution, the standard concentration used. Studies of concentration effects would be

valuable since the use of lower concentrations would enable non-carbohydrate sweeteners

such as aspartame, perillartine and glycynhizic acid to be studied. Lower concentrations

would also bring the situation closer to the biological concentrations found in hormone-

hormone receptor interactions to which sweet taste reception has been compared.

Experiments that used smaller volumes of the aqueous solution would be of interest. The

aqueous solution of the tastant is not reusable and l0 mL of a I M solution can make some of

the less readily available, or more expensive, sweeteners impractical to study. As the results

suggest there are differences in the oscillation patterns within a stmctural type that could

relate to the sweetness intensity, and studies of a series of closely related compounds which

have a range of taste qualities would be of interest. The saccharides are one example of this

type of closely related group. Many derivatives of aspartame and perillartine have been

synthesised and they would be useful series to study, if the solubility problems could be

overcome.
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Chapter Six

NMR Spectra

6.1 General

The investigation of sweeteners using the liposome model and T1 relaxation times

required that the complete NMR chemical shift assignments of the sweetening agents be

known. The chemical shifts and coupling constants must be related to the structure of a

compound, so that changes in these parameters can also be related to the strucfure.

This chapter presents the chemical shift assignments for three sweet terpenoids,

perillartine, stevioside and glycynhizic acid. However, these molecules have not been studied

in the liposome/T, relaxation time or liquid membrane investigations for two reasons:

l) They all have low solubility in water and the studies were usually carried out

in I M aqueous solutions.

2) The chemical shift assignments of stevioside and glycynhizic acid are

incomplete. The regions of the NMR specha containing the sugar moiety signals is very

crowded, making complete assignment difficult.

6.2 Perillartine

Specha were recorded using a lH-l3C dual probe. DMSO-d6 was the solvent and was

used as the reference.

The 1-D r3C, DEPT-135. and DEPT-90' spectra allowed each peak to be assigned as

Cqn CH, CHr or CHr. There is only one methyl group, C10, and this has a carbon chemical

shift of 20.6 ppm. In the rH-l3C correlation spectrum this shift correlates to a hydrogen signal

at l.9l ppm (Hl0).

From the chemical shifts it is possible to assign H7 (2.s5 ppm), Hz (6.16 ppm), H9

(4.90 ppm), C8 (132.7 ppm), Cl (148.8 ppm) and C9 (109.1 ppm). The rH-r3C correlation

spectrum then gives the conesponding assignments , c7 (150.7 ppm) and c2 (132.6 ppm). cg
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and Cl ilre quaternary carbons while C9 is an allylic group with a hydrogen chemical shift of

4.90 ppm.

The DEPT spectra allow the remaining CH group (C4) to be assigned a chemical shift

of 40.3 ppm, which has a correlation to a hydrogen signal at 235 ppm (H4). The splitting

pattenr in the l-D lH spectrum shows that H4 is axial. Overlap of this chemical shift with

another signal make it difficult to assign any COSy conelations.

ln the COSY spectrum, the lH signal at 7.85 ppm (H7) shows allylic coupling to a

signal at 6.16 ppm (H2). H2 has two further couplings, to signals at2.22 ppm and 2.42 ppm

which can be assigned to the H3 hydrogens. The signal at2.42 ppm is a pafu of triplets in the

l-D spectrum and is due to H3ro. The signal at2.22 ppm is then due to H3*. H3* and H3ro

each show the expected geminal coupling and a connection to H2, with Jr-r"= J2-3": Z.4Itz

and J3u_r.: 17.8 Hz.

A correlation can be seen, in the COSY spectrum, between the H9 signal (a.90 ppm)

and a signal at l.9l ppm, already assigned as Hl0. The H9 signal is not split in the l-D

hydrogen spectrum, so both CH, protons are equivalent.

The two remaining carbons are those of CFI' groups. The signal at 26.5 ppm

correlates in the lH-l3C correlation spectmm to hydrogen signals at 1.60 ppm and 2.00 ppm.

It is not possible to determine COSY correlations, owing to overlap of signals, but the

splitting of signals in the l-D spectrum show that the signal at 1.60 ppm can be assigned to

H5*. The assignments of H5ro (2.00 ppm) and c5 (26.5 ppm) can then be made.

Using the splitting patterns in the l-D lH spectrum, the remaining signals can be

assigned as H6- (2.35 ppm), H6.q (2.60 ppm) and C6 (23.7 ppm).

See Table 6.1 for a summary of assignments.
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Table 6.1 Chemical Shift Assignments for Perillartine

H -NOH\,,?

a

\'
: 

-CHZ

Carbon

Number

6(r3C)/ppm Carbon Type 6(tII)/ppm Jtllz

I 148.8 C

2 r32.6 CH 6.16 23a=23e:2.4

J 30.5 CHz 2.22,2.42 3a3e=17.8

3a2=3e4a4.8

4 40.3 CH 2.35

5 26.5 CHt 1.60o,2.00"q 5e6a:5e6e=5e4a=2.4

5a5e:12.6

6 23.7 CHz 2.35^,2.60"q 6e5a:6e5e:2.3

5a6e=5.4

6e6a:17.5

7 150.7 CH 7.85

I 132.7 C

9 109.1 CH, 4.90

l0 20.6 CH.' 1.91

6.3 Stevioside

Stevioside was barely soluble in CHCI3 or H2O so spectra were first recorded in

DMSO-d6. Resolution of some regions of the l-D tH spectrum was poor, while the solvent

and water peaks obscured signals in the l3C spectrum. Pyridine-d, was then used as a solvent,

since it is known that pyridine is a good solvent for many plant glycosides [138] and that it

tends to spread chemical shifts firther apart. The stevioside sample was pumped under

vacuum for two hours prior to use, to reduce dioxane left in the sample from the extraction

process.

c
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The carbon chemical shifts of the kaurene skeleton of stevioside were assigned using

a combination of chemical shift analysis and a comparison with data reported in the literature

[138-140]. The rH-r3C correlation spectrum gave the chemical shifts of the protons attached

to each carbon and the carbon-proton connections provided both the entry points into the 2-D

cosY spectrum and further support for the assignments already made.

The lH-r3C correlation spectrum shows the C20 (assigned to the signal at 15.5 ppm by

comparison with Refs. 138-140) methyl hydrogens resonate at 1.25 ppm. From II20 aweak

coupling is observed to a hydrogen signal at 0.71ppm which corresponds to a 1,4 diaxial

coupling between the axial H20 methyl group and Hl*. Further COSY connections are

summarised in Table 6.2. The l-D lH spectrum splitting patterns were used to assign the

signals to axial and equatorial hydrogens. Since C4 is quaternary there are no further

connections in the A ring of the molecule.

In the lH-l3C correlation spectrum the H5 resonance is observed at 1.04 ppm, its

signal in the l-D IH spectrum showing that it is axial since as expected, the only observed

couplings are to H6ax (1.86 ppm) and H6.o (2.46 ppm). The remaining COSY connections in

this spin system are summarised in Table 6.3. Coupling constants were not measured for this

spin system as the spectrum was too congested.

The lH-l3C correlation spectrum gives the H9 hydrogen resonance at 0.88 ppm. This

proton shows coupling to Hll at 1.60 ppm (Jn_,,:10.8 Hz), which in turn connects to

resonances aI1.92 ppm and 2.16 ppm. These conespond to the Hl2 hydrogens, which the l-
D spectrum shows are axial and equatorial, respectively.

The lH-l3C correlation spectrum showed that Cl7 is coupled to hydrogens at 5.05

ppm and 5.70 ppm. The proton cis to the oxygen linkage was assigned as the more deshielded

of the pair. The couplings observed in the COSY spectrum are summarised in Table 6.4.

Only one signal is observed in the l-D tH spectrum at 2.05 ppm and no geminal coupling is

seen, so the two Hl5 hydrogens can be assigned as magnetically equivalent. The coupling

observed between Hl5 (2.05 ppm) and H14.q (2.67 ppm) is via a planar four-bond "W" path.

There is no evidence for a similar coupling path to H7, and no further connectivities are

observed due to the presence of non-protonated carbon atoms.
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Table 6.2 COSY Connections for Ring A of Stevioside

rH Number 6(ttD/ppm 6(rH)/ppm rH Number JIIIz
Hl.'( 0.71 -> l.6g glee t2.4

2.lg Pr*
1.40 H., 3.6

1.29 En0^,

Hlcq 1.68 Hl.*
l12,q

H2"n

-+ 0.71

2.19

t.2s

t2.4

-) 1.40

0.7r

1.68

0.99

2.29

E.o
Hlo
[I le<l

H3o

H3--

13.6rf2,o- 2.19

1{2er 1.40 -) 2.19 H2o 13.6

0.7t Ht* 3.6

l.6g 1{lcrl

0.99 H3""

H3* 0.99 -+ 2.29 H3cc

2.29 1{3cr 13.0

2.lg lf2u<

1.40 H2""

H3o

rr2o
rfz.n

13.01{3cc 2.29 -+ 0.99

2.r9

1.40

E20"* -) HIt.28 0.71
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Table 6.3 COSY Connections for Ring B of Stevioside

rH Number 6(rlI)/ppm 6(tll)/ppm rH Number JfiIz
H5o 1.04

_>
1.86

2.46
H6o
H6-^

H6* 1.86
_> 2.46

1.04
t.24

fl6ce
H5o
H7

fl6ee 2.46 -) 1.86

1.04

t.24

H6o
H5o
H7

1.24 -> 1.86

2.46
H6o
H6."

H7
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Table 6.4 COSY Connections for Ring D of Stevioside

).r,

rH Number 6(ttD/ppm 6(lH)/ppm IH Number JIHz

H14".. 1.75 -+ 2.67 H14." I l.g
Hl4.^ 2.67 _> 1.75

20.5

Hl4ax

Hl5
11.8

0.8

Hl5 2.05 -+ 2.67

5.05

5.70

Hl4.q

HlTrans

H17"i"

0.8

H17t a',, 5.0s -+ 5.70

2.05

Hl7.i,

Hls
Hl7"iu 5.70 -) 5.05

2.05

HlTur*
Hl5

The COLOC spectr:um supports the assignments of a number of quaternary carbons.

The Cl9 chemical shift (177.09 ppm) shows connections to hydrogens at 1.24 ppmand 1.04

ppm which can be assigned to Hl8 and H5 respectively, while Cl6 (154.5 ppm) is cormected

to hydrogens at 2.75 ppm (Hl4) and 2.05 ppm (Hl5). Cl3 (86.0 ppm) is observed to have

connections to the two Hl7 atoms (5.70 ppm and 5.05 ppm) and also to H14 which resonates

at 1.75 ppm.

The anomeric hydrogens of the sugar moieties were assigned by comparison with

literature values [38,140]. This gave carbon chemical shifts for the Cl of the sugar ring I as

98.0 ppm, ring 2 as 106.8 ppm and ring 3 as 95.9 ppm. From the lH-l3C conelation spectrum,

the corresponding Hl assignments are, for ring l, 5.15 ppm (Jr,z= T.66Hz), for ring 2,5.3

ppm (Jr,z= 7 .48 Hz) and for ring 3, 6.1 ppm (J,2: 7.68 ppm). The l-D hydrogen and cosy
spectra are crowded in this region so further assignments of the sugar rings were difficult.

However, by combining information from the COSY and the lH-l3C correlation spectrum,
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and using assignments in the literature, it is possible to make some tentative assignments of

the sugar moieties.

The COLOC was a lengthy experiment and the FLOCK was attempted, to provide a

comparison of the quality of spectra and the acquisition times. The first FLOCK used 145 FIz

for the IJ(CH) coupling value, which is a routine value for the IJ(CH) coupling constant,

which were expected to be between the averageI(CFI) values for aromatic (155 Hz) and

aliphatic (125 Hz) systems. This was not a successful experiment and subsequently a typical

tJ(CfD value for aliphatics (125 Hz) was used, the resultant changes in the delays giving a

significant improvement in the FLOCK spectnrm, with results that were better than those

obtained using_COLOC and which were achieved with a shorter acquisition time.
lrlvtoant nq

The FLOCK confirmed the assignments made for the kaurene skeleton of stevioside,

in particular providing support for assignments of the quaternary carbons. Some long-range

correlations involving the sugar rings, which were absent in the COLOC, were observed in

the FLOCK but the latter spectum was too crowded in this region to make confident

assignments.

Assignments for stevioside are summarised in Table 6.5.
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Figure 6.5 FLOCK Spectrum of Stevioside
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Table 6.5 Chemical Shift Assignments for Stevioside

Carbon Number 6(t3C)/ppm 6(tII)/ppm Jtfiz

2

3

4
5

6
7
8

9

l0
ll
t2
l3
t4
15

16

t7
l8
t9
20
r/I
v2
t/3
t/4
v5
r/6

40.7

19.3

38.3

43.9

s7.3
22.1
4t.6
42.6
53.8
39.8
20.6
36.6
86.0

M.4
47.5
154.s
104.6
28.2

r77.09
15.5

98.0
84.6

(78.0,78.1)
7r.3

(78.0,78.1)
62.5

0.71o,l.6geq

l.40eq,2.lgo
0.99r<,2.29"q

1.04"*
1.86*,2.46"q

t.24

0.88

1.60

l.92d,2.l6eq

1.75n,2.67 
"q2.05

5.05u",,s,5.7Ocis

t.24

1.28

5.15
4.r7
4.27
4.40
4.27

la-le:12.4
la-2e:3.6

2a-2r-13.6
3a-3e:13.0

9-11=10.8

l4a-l4e=11.8
l4a-15e=0.8

lll-ll2=7.66
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Table 6.5 (cont.)

Carbon Number 6(t3C)/ppm 6(rII)/ppm Jlllz
2tl
2n
2/3
2/4
2/s
2/6
3tl
3/2
3t3
3t4
3/s
316

106.8

73.9

62.8
95.9
73.9

62.0

5.30

6.10
4.t4

2/l-2/2:7.48

311-3D:7.68

6.4 Glycyrrhetenic Acid

NMR studies were carried out on l8cr- and l8p-glycyrrhetenic acid, as this is the

basic structure of glycynhizic acid, without the sugar moieties. This approach simplified the

spectra enabling the oleanane skeleton of glycynhiac acidto be assigned and confirming the

configuration at C18.

r3C NMR data for 18cr- and l8p-glycyrrhetenic acid has been reported [141,142] and

this data was used for confirmation of assignments made using b variety of l- and Z-D NMR

experiments in the present study.

6.4.1 l8B-Glycyrrhetenic Acid

'1 Specta were recorded using a lH selective probe, with CDCI, as the solvent and were

referenced on the solvent signal. Chemical shift analysis allows assignment of the following

carbon peaks:

Cll (e:O; 200.50 ppm

C30 (COOry 181.69 ppm

C13 (Q:c) 169.50 ppm

Cr2 (CH:C; 128.41 ppm
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It is also possible to assign the following hydrogen chemical shifts:

Hlz (CH=C) 5.68 ppm

H3 (CHOH) 3.24 ppm

From the l3C, DEPT 135' and DEPT 90o spectra each peak can be assigned as either

Cq, CH, CH2 or CHr. Only 29 of the expected 30 peaks are observed in the l-D carbon

spectrum, one peak (6:39.08 ppm) which is significantly larger than the others corresponding

to two carbon atoms. In the DEPT 135o, the signal at 39.08 ppm is shown to be CHr.

However the signal is now of similar intensity to nearby CH, signals. It therefore seems that

the signal coincident with the CH, signal at 39.08 ppm is due to a quaternary carbon atom.

Other solvents were tried to split these two signals but l8p glycyrrhetenic acid was not

soluble in C6D6 and so CDCI3 with a few drops of deuterated pyridine was used. This

successfully split the peaks apart and confimred the position of the missing Co signal.

By comparison with assignments of oleanolic acid and ursolic acid [143], tentative

assignments were made for the remaining CH groups:

C3 78.82 ppm

C5 54.90 ppm

C9 48.21 ppm

Cl8 61.76 ppm

The l3C-1H correlation spectrum gave the chemical shifts of the hydrogens attached to

each carbon and this provided some entry points into the COSY spectrum. From this it is
possible to check the assignments of the CH groups and to make further assignments.

A long-range t3C-lH conelation spectrum (FLOCK) was used as supporting evidence

for the assignments made and it was also useful in assigning remaining CHr and Co chemical

shifts. Table 6.6 gives a complete sunmary of connectivities seen in the FLOCK.
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Table 6.6 FLOCK Connections for fSp-G cyrrhetenic Acid

Carbon Carbon 61tsg, 6(tID rH

No. Type /ppm /npm No.

2.35 9

l.l4 25

0.70 5

2.78 I

2.t8 I

1.00 23

0.81 24

1.00 23

0.81 24

2.78 I
1.41 7

1.14 25

1.00 23

0.81 24

0.70 5

r.13 26

2.35 9

t.4r 6

l.l3 26

1.41 7

r.l4 26

2.35 9

1.63 6

t.l4 25

0.70 5

2.35 9

2.19 18

1.38 22

l.w ts

Carbon

_No._
t4

Carbon 61trg, 6(tID rH

m No.

cq 45.42 2.3s 9

t.42 7

r.37 7

1.13 26

t.37 27

0.84 28

2.0r 2l
1.20 15

0.83 28

2.t8 18

r.22 29

t.22 29

1.22 29

0.83 28

0.81 24

1.00 23

0.70 5

2.35 9

0.70 5

2.35 9

1.85 15

1.20 15

2.02 16

1.61 t9

1.33 2r

1.20 15

15

16

17

18

t9

20

2T

22

23

24

25

26

27

CH,

CHt

cq

26.45

26.38

31.82

48.2r

40.86

43.76

30.88

37.69

28.05

1s.56

16.32

18.6s

23.36

28.51

28.42

l8l.6l

CH

cHz

cq

CHt

cHz

cHr
cH3

cHg

cHs

cHs

28

29

30

cHr
CH:

cq
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Table 6.7 COSY Connections for Ring A of l8p-Glycyrrhetenic Acid
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rH Number 6(rll/ppm 6(tll)/ppm rH Number JlIz
H3a)< 3.23 -+ 1.62 H2 3a-2a:10.8

H2 t.62 -) 3.23

0.96

2.78

H3ax

Hlax

Hleq

3a-2e:5.4

Hla>< 0.96 -+ 2.78

t.62

1.12(w)

Hleq
H2

H25ax

Hleq 2.78 _> 0.96

1.62

Hlax
H2

I e-l a:I3.5
le-2*

le-2e:3.3
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The carbon signal assigned to C3 is connected to a proton signal resonating at 3.23

ppm (H3), shown by the r3C-rH conelation spectrum. From the splitting pattern of the signal

at3.23 ppm in the l-D ll{ spectrunr (a pair of doublets) H3 can be assigned as an axial proton

with Jlru-2",:10.8 Hz and J1:u-2.y:5.4 Hz. The observed COSY connectivities for ring A are

summarised in Table 6.7.\n the l3C-lH conelation spectrum a large proton singlet at 1.62

ppm permits the assignment of C2 as27.l7 ppm.

Table 6.8 COSY Connections for Ring B of l8p-Glycyrrhetenic Acid

5

i
?

cH^ t ctl^urJ | &rJ

xf'-\.-z
tl

.t\'a/

rH Number 6(tH)/pp- 6(tH)/ppm tH Number JtHz

H5* 0.69 -' 1.42 H6* 5a-6a:l1.5
l.6l H6"o

H6* 1.42 l.6t
0.69

L65

1.39

g6ce

H5*
H7*
H7"u

1{6ct l.6l --) 1.42

0.69

1.65

1.39

H6*
H5.t

H7*
H7"n

H7^ t.65 _> 1,4

l.6l
1.11(w)

H7"o or H6*
H6eq

H26^,

HTce t.39 -) 1.65

l.6r
H7*
H6"-

The signals at 0.96 ppm and 2.78 ppm were assigned to the two Hl hydrogens and the

l3C-lH correlation spectrum sliowed the FII hydrogens are connected to the carbon resonating

at 39.08 ppm. The weak correlation from Hl at 0.96 ppm to a signal aL l.I2 ppm allowed the

latter signal to be assigned to H25 and showed that the signal at 0.96 ppm is Hlax. It is not
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possible to measure the coupling constants for the H2 group or for Hl* due to crowding in

the region of interest.

The l3C-rH correlation spectrum shows one hydrogen (0.69 ppm) is attached to the

carbon assigned as C5 (54.90 ppm). The COSY connections for ring B are summarised in

Table 6.8. The signals at 1.42 ppm and l.6l ppm were assigned to the H6 hydrogens with a

corresponding carbon signal at 17.44 ppm. The tvro broad peaks at 0.69 ppm allow

assignment of H5 as an axial hydrogen, with J15"-ou1=l1.5 Hz.

Both H7 hydrogens (1.65 ppm and 1.39 ppm) show a correlation to a carbon signal at

32-72 ppm which can be assigned C7. The weak correlation to a signal at 1.1I ppm can be

attributed to diaxial coupling to the H26 methyl group which allows the assignment of the

resonance at 1.65 ppm as H7o.

From the l3C-lH correlation spectrum we see the protons attached to C9 and Cl8 (as

they have been tentatively assigned) have shifts at2.l7 ppm and 2.34 ppmrespectively.

The COSY connectivities for the H9 and H18 spin systems are shown in Table 6.9.

The signal at 2.17 ppm is coupled to two signals, at 1.59 ppm and l.9l ppm, each of which

correspond to CH, groups. There is a further weak coupling to the Hl2 signal at 5.68 ppm,

indicating that the resonance at2.l7 ppm must be H18 rather than H9. This is supported in

the l-D hydrogen spectrum as the signal at2.34 ppm is a singlet and the resonance at2.l7

ppm is a multiplet. The CH2 signals were then assigned to the Hl9 hydrogens. The l3C-lH

correlation spectrum then showed that Cl8 can be assigned to the signal at 61.76 ppm and

C19 to the signal at 40.86 ppm. In the l-D hydrogen spectnrm the splitting of the peak at l.9l
ppm fits the coupling expected at H19"0. H9 is shown to be axial by the weak couplings

observed between the signal at 2.34 ppm and the signals due to H25 and/or H26 at ca. I.l
ppm. There is a weak connection to a proton resonating at 1.39 ppm which was assigned as

H7.0. This coupling can be rationalised if it were yia a four-bond dia:rial coupling path in

which case it is likely be very small. The connection seems less likely to be a coupling

between H9o and H7.0, but 4-bond couplings of this nature have been observed in rigid

systems ll44). The third weak conelation is to the signal at 5.68 ppm, already assigned to

Htz.
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Table 6.9 COSY Connections for Ring C,Including H9, of l8p-Glycyrrhetenic Acid

rII Number 6(tlT)/ppm 6(tlI)/ppm tH Number JIIIz
H9.* 2.34 -+ -1.1(w)

1.39(w)

5.68(w)

H25"r,H26a\

1{7ce

Ht2
H25ax 1.12 -+ 2.34

0.96

H9"*

H1-
H26,a,t t.ll -) 2.34

1.65

H9o

H7.*

Htz 5.68 _> 2.34

2.t7
H9.*

H18,,

HlSo( 2.r7 --) 5.68

1.59

1.91

Hl2
Hl9ax

Hl9"o

lga_l9a = tt.L
t8o,,- tole ' 3.3

Hl9ax 1.59 -+ l.9l Hlgcq

2.17 .H18o l9a-l8a:13.2
Hl9eq 1.91 + 1.59 Hlgax

2.17 Hl8,* 19e-l8a:3.3

There are two spin systems remaining to be assigned, both containing two CH2

groups. These are the l5-16 spin system and the 2l-22 spin system. The rH-l3C correlation

spectrum gives the following proton connectivities to the remaining unassigned CH, carbons.

1.4 (two rH's)

1.34, 1.98

1.19, 1.82

- 1.02,2.02

37.69

30.88

26.45

26.38

o
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The spectrum is crowded in some of these regions but taking slices of the 2-D

spectrum clearly show these connections. Correlations in the COSY show that the lH

chemical shifts of 1.34 ppm, 1.98 ppm and 1.40 ppm make up one spin system while the

signals at 1.19 ppm, 1.82 ppm, 1.02 ppm and2.02 ppm form the other spin system. These

two spin systems cannot be distinguished until the signals of the adjacent methyl groups

(C27 ' C28, C29) are assigned. The FLOCK shows a connection from the signal of C30 at l8l
ppm to 1.20 ppm which can be assigned toH29 (C29:28.42 ppm).A connection from

169.57 ppm (Cl3) to 1.35 ppm gives theH27 assignment, with the C27 signal at23.36 ppm.

The Cl8 signal (48.25 ppm) shows a correlation to a signal at 0.81 ppm which can then be

assigned to H28 with a signal at 28.505 ppm being assigned to C2g.

The COSY connections observed for the Hl5-H16 spin system are summarised in

Table 6.10. The COSY shows a diaxial coupling from the H27 signal (1.35 ppm) to 1.82 ppm

which must be assigned to Hl5o. This gives the signal of Cl5 at26.45 ppm and that of Cl6

(from above) will be a126.38 ppm with the Hl6 hydrogen signals at l.02ppm and 2.02 ppm.

These assignments are supported by connections in the FLOCK from the 23.i6 ppm (C27)

signal to hydrogen signals of l.l9 ppm and 1.82 ppm, both assigned to HIS protons. There is

also a correlation between theH27 signals (1.35 ppm) and the Cl5 chemical shift aI26.45

ppm. The signal at 26.38 ppm, assigned to Cl6, has a connection in the FLOCK to a

hydrogen signal at 0.81 ppm (H28). In the l-D hydrogen spectrum the splitting pattems allow

the assignment of the hydrogen configurations. The assignment of the signal at l.BZ ppm as

Hl5* (J1rs*rs";: 73.6 Hz, Jlrsu-r6.;: 4.2 Hz) is supported by the diaxial coupling to the lit27

signal as seen in the COSY and leaves the signal at 1.19 ppm as that of H15"q. The signal at

2-02 ppm can be assigned to Hl6ro (J(re"-ro"): 13.6 Hz, J1re"-rs.1: 4.3 Hz) thereby requiring

that Hl6* has a chemical shift of 1.02 ppm.
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Table 6.10 COSY Conncctions for Hf5-Hl6 Spin Systcm of lg-Glycyrhctenic Acid

".COOH

T'

cH-
J

In the other spin system, C2l-C22, the FLOCK shows couplings between the signals

at37.69 ppm and 0.81 ppm (H28) and from the signal at 30.88 ppm to that of H29 atl.20

ppm. Thus the signal of C2l is at 30.88 ppm with those of H21 at 1.34 ppm and 2.0 ppm. The

signal at37.69 ppm is due to C22and the signal atl.42 ppm is the chemical shiftof both

protons at H22. The l-D lH spectrum is too crowded to measure H21 and H22 coupling

constants but the signal splitting shows that the signal at 1.34 ppm is due to H21o and that

the H21.0 signal is at 1.99 ppm.

Wren the information from the FLOCK spectrum was used only to confirm

rH Number 6(rH)/ppm 6(tH)/ppm rH Number JtHz

H27 a,t 1.35 -) 1.82 Hl5*
H15a, t.82 -) 1.35

r.l9
t.02

2.02

H27 u
Hl5.q

Hl6a*

H16..

Hl5eq l.l9 -+ L82

t.02

2.02

Hl5*
Hl6*
FIl6.o

Hl6* 1.02 -) 2.02

t.82

Hl6eq

H15",

H16,q 2.02 -+ I

I

I

02

82

l9

Hl6o"

H15*

H15..
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zrssignments already made the details are not presented here but can be seen in Table 6.5.

Presented here are those connections seen in the FLOCK which enabled further assignments

to be made. The signal of Cl at 39.08 ppm shows five correlations in the FLOCK. Only three

of these can be assigned, vle those at 2.33 ppm, 1.12 ppm and 0.68 ppm which can be

assigned to H9, H25, and H5, respectively. This leaves two correlations unassigned, that can

be used to identiff the "missing" Co which is known to be coincident with the Cl signal.

The two extra signals (0.98 ppm and 0.79 ppm) can be assigned to H23 and H24, the

only methyl groups not yet assigned. This allows assignment of the missing C* at 39.08 ppm

as C4. The presence of a NOE between the H24 and H25 signals, not present between those

of H23 and H25, allows the signal at0.79 ppm to be assigned asH24. The assignments of the

H23 and H24 resonances are further supported by the connections from C3 (78.82 ppm) and

C5 (54.90 ppm) and fit with the results reported for cr- and B-amyrin functional groups

u45,1461.

There are five Co that remain unassigned. They are C8, ClO, Cl4, C17 and C20. The

chemical shifts as yet not assigned are 31.82 ppm, 37.05 ppm, 43.18 ppm,43.76 ppm and

45.42 ppm. By examination of the FLOCK connectivities from each of these chemical shifts,

and fitting them with possible couplings in the structure, the following assignments can be

made.

C8 43.18 ppm

C10 37.05 ppm

Cl4 45.42 ppm

Cl7 31.82 ppm

C20 43.76 ppm

These Co assignments are tentative, but as a whole they are self-consistent. Moreover,

they compare well with those found in the literature [141].

See Table 6.11 for a surnmary of the assignments made and Table 6.12 for I3C

assignments with literature comparisons.
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Table 6.11 Chemical Shift ents for l8p-Gtycyrrhetenic Acid
6(trC)/ppm Carbon Type Carbon

Number
6(rI{/ppm Jtilz

200.50

181.61

169.50

t28.41

78.82

6t.76

54.90

48.21

45.42

43.76

43.18

40.86

39.08

37.69

37.0s

32.72

3t.82

30.88

28.s 1

28.42

28.05

27.17

26.45

26.38

23.36

18.65

17.44

16.32

15.s6

cq

cq

cq

CH

CH

CH

CH

CH

cq

cq

cq

CHt

CH,

cq

CH,

cq

cHz

cq

CHt

CH:

CHr

cH3

CHt

cHz

CH,
CHr

CE
cHz

CH:

CH.

ll
30

13

t2

3

9

5

18

t4
20

8

l9

I

4

22

l0
7

t7
2l
28

29

23

2

t5

16

27

26

6

25

24

s.70

3.24ax

2.34ax

0.69ax

2.l7ax

l.59ax,l.92eq

0.96ax,2.79eq

1.40

l.65ax,l.39eq

l.34ax,l.99eq

0.818

l.20eq

0.98eq

1.62

l.82ax,l.l9eq

1.02ax,2.02eq

1.35a><

1.1 lax
I.42ax,l.6leq

l.l2ax
0.79ax

3a2a:10.8 3a2e:5.4

5a6a:l 1.5

I 8al9a=l 3.2 I 8a1 9e=3.3

l9al9e:l9al8a:13.6
l9el9rl3.6

l9el8a4.2 l9e2Ie1.6
lale:l3.5

le2a:le}e:3.3

l5a15e:13 .6 l5al6e4.2
l6al6e:13.6 l6el5a:4.3
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Table 6.12 rrc Chemical Shifts and Literature Values for Glycyrrhetenic Acid

Carbon
Number

I 8p-Glycyrrhetenic Acid l8a-Glycyrrhetenic Acid
6(r3C)/ppm

cDcll
Literature [1411

cDclr
6(t3C)/ppm

DMSO
Literature [1411

cDCll
I
2

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

1l
t2
13

t4
l5
l6
t7
l8
19

20
2t
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29

30

39.08
27.17
78.82
39.08
54.90
t7.44
32.72
43.18
6r.76
37.0s

200.50
128.41

169.50
45.42
26.45
26.38
31.82
48.21

40.86
43.76
30.88
37.69
28.05
15.56
16.32
18.65
23.36
28.51
28.42
181.61

39.0
27.2
78.2
39.0
54.8

t7.5
32.7
43.1

6r.6
37.0
r99.2
128.1

168.3

45.2

26.4
26.4
31.7
48.2

41.0
43.9

31.1

37.7
28.1

1s.6

16.2

18.6
23.2
28.r
28.4

176.1

38.63
27.t4
76.83
40.38
54.37
t7.47
33.4r
44.90

60.r7
36.66
199.0

123.20
t66.32
41.81

26.48
36.86
3s.32
39.62
31.66
43.5s
35.50
28.59
28.39
15.88

16.60
18.43

20.63
16.29
20.84

r79.67

39.1
27.r
78.3
39.0
54.9
17.5

33.7
43.7
60.5
36.8
198.8
t23.6
t64.9
44.8

26.6
37.5
35.3
40.3
3s.9
42.4
3t.7
28.4
28.0
15.7

16.4
l8.s
20.6
15.9

20.7
178.0
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6.4.2 18a-Glycyrrhetenicacid

Chemical shifu for this compound were assigned largely by comparison with those of

l8p-glycynhetenic acid, and were supported by specha recorded of l8a-glycyrrhetenic acid.

l8cr-Glycynhetenic acid was only slightly soluble in CHCI3 and thus DMSO-d6 was used as

the solvent, spectra being referenced to the DMSO-d6 signal.

The downfield quatemary carbons are easily assigned, from their chemical shifts and

by comparison with those of 18B-glycynhetenic acid, as

Cl1 198.97 ppm

C30 179.67 ppm

Cl3 166.32ppm

The CH groups are also straightfonroard to assign, from their chemical shifts and from

comparison with the l8p compound values.

Clz l23.20ppm Hl2 5.32 ppm

C3 76.83 ppm H3 3.00 ppm

C9 60.17 ppm H9 2.26 ppm

C5 54.37 ppm H5 0.67 ppm

Cl8 39.62 ppm Hl8 2.27 ppm

Both the carbon and hydrogen shifts are comparable to the 18p compound values

except for the signal for Cl8 which shifts from 48.21ppm in the l8B compound to 39.62

ppm in the lScr compound. This 8.6 ppm upfield shift is expected in going from the cis ring

junction in the l8p compound to the trans fusion in the l8o compound [lal].
The signals of Cl2 and Cl3 both show downfield shifts of the expected ranges (4.5-5

ppm and 3.2 ppm respectively) on going from the l8a compound to the l8p compound

ll4u.
Table 6.13 summarises the observed COSY connectivities for rings A and B. The

signals assigned to the H2 hydrogens (1.39 ppm and 1.52 ppm) conelate with a carbon

chemical shift of 27.14 ppm in the l3C-rH correlation spectrum while the signals due to Hl
(0.93 ppm and 2.46 ppm) correlate with a carbon with a resonance at 38.63 ppm. The

splitting in the l-D spectrum allows the signal at 0.93 ppm to be assigned as an ocial proton
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and that at2.45 ppm as an equatorial proton. The signal at 0.93 ppm shows a coupling to a

signal at 1.08 ppm which can be assigned to H25o, with the c25 signal at 16.60 ppm.

Figure 6.14 l3g-lg Correlstion Spectrum of l&-Glycyrrhetenic Acid

The signal at 1.08 ppm, assigned as H25o, has two correlations. One is to the Hlo
signal at 0.93 ppm and the other is to a signal at2.26 ppm, already assigned as H9 and which

must also be axial. There are two connections from the H9o signal, to signals at 1.08 ppm

Gnsal and 1.04 ppm which can be assigned to H26o (CZ6: 1g.43 ppm).

The signal at 17.47 ppm can be assigned to C6 as there are no other CH, signals at

such high field. The corresponding hydrogen shifts for H6 are at 1.47 ppmand 1.36 ppm. The

H5 signal (0.67 ppm) has coSY connections to signals at l.3d ppm and 1.47 ppm,

confirming the assignments of H6. The l-D lH spectrum is very crowded in the region 1.4-

l-6 ppm so it is not possible to deterrrine coupling constants. However the signal at 1.47 ppm

(H6) shows geminal coupling to the H6 signal at 1.34 ppm and a further connection to the

signal at 1.62 ppm which can be assigned to H7. The other H6 signal (1.34 ppm) shows

coupling to a signal at 0.69 ppm (H5o) and to signals at 1.45 ppm and 1.62 ppm. The rH-r3C

correlation spectrum shows two hydrogen signals, at r.62 ppm and

"ffi"
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Table 6.13 COSY Connections for Rings A and B of t8a-Glycyrrhetenic Acid

lII Number 6(1lI/ppn 6(rl[)/ppm rH Number JfHz
Hlo 0.93 -+ 2.45

1.50

1.40

1.08

1{ler
H2o
ll2ct
H25*

13.3

13.3

3.0

fllee 2.45 -+ 0.93

r.50
1.40

Hlo
H2o
H2.o

13.3

3.3

H2'n. l.s0 _> 1.40
0.93

2.46
3.00

fi2ee
Hl*
fllee
H3or

112ct t.40 -) 1.50

0.93
2.45

3.00

H2^
Hlo
1{1ee

H3,,
H3o 3.00 -+ r.40

l.s0
ln'.
H2"n

I1.4
4.2

H25,o,. 1.08 -+ 0.93
2.26

Hl*
H9o

H9o 2.20 + 1.08

1.04

5.32

H25ax
H26u<
Htz

1126o r.04 -) 2.26
1.62

H9o
H7o

H7o 1.62 + 1.04
1.44
t.34

If26a,4

1{7ce

H6"o
fl7ce t.44 + t.62

1.34

H7o
H6."

H6o r.47 -) r.34
t.62

fl6ee
H7,n.

[I6co t.34 -+ t.47
t.62
0.69

H6o
H7u
H5"r

H5o 0.69 + 1.34 H6.o
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1.42 ppm, protons which are attached to a carbon with a chemical shift of 33.41 ppm. These

signals can be assigned as the H7 and C7 chemical shifts and these assignments are supported

by comparison with the l8B compound assignments. The signal at 1.62 ppm (H7) has a

connection to a signal at 1.04 ppm, corresponding with a diuial coupling to H26*.

The Hl2 signal (5.32 ppm) shows a single connection in the COSY to a signal at2.26

ppm which corresponds to the chemical shift for both H9o and H18. This connection has

been attributed to allylic coupling between H12 and Hl8 with J(12-18): 1.6 Hz. There are

three connections from H18 (2.26 ppm), to 5.32 ppm (Hl2) and to signals at 1.39 ppm and

1.50 ppm, which were assigned to Hl9 and thus from the l3C-lH correlation spectrum the

Cl9 signal is at 31.66 ppm.

It has been reported that in the l8B configuration there will be only two methyl peaks

(C24, C25) in the 15-17 ppm region compared with three in the same area for the 18a

configuration [141]. The third CH, signal corresponds to that of C28 and is expected to be

about 12 ppm upfield in the l8cr compound. In l8p-glycynhetenic acid the C28 signal was

assigned at 28.51 ppm and so it would be expected that the C28 signal in the l8a compound

will be at approximately 16.5 ppm. There are two signals, at 16.60 ppm and 16.29 ppm with

rH chemical shifts of 1.08 ppm and 0.68 ppm, respectively, in the spectrum of the l8a

compound which are close to the expected shift, allowing for solvent differences. The former

signal at 16.60 ppm has already been assigned to C25a( and thus C28 has a chemical shift of

16.29 ppm, and H28 has a chemical shift of 0.68 ppm. The remaining peak in the l5-17 ppm

region, at 15.88 ppm, can then be assigned to C24 with the H24 signal at 0.64 ppm. The H24

signal (0.64 ppm) has one connection in the COSY, to a signal at 0.90 ppm which can be

assigned to H23, with the C23 signal being assigned to 2g.39 ppm.

There were two remaining methyl groups to be assignedvizH2T andH29.By comparing the

rH chemical shifts with the 18B values,1.32 ppm was assigned toHZT (C27 :20.63 ppm)

leaving the C29 signal at20.84 ppm with the H29 signal at 1.15 ppm.

The C15-Cl6 and C2l-C22 spin systems, each containing two CH, $oups remain to

be assigned. From the lH-r3C conelation spectrum and the COSY it is possible to assign the

28.59 ppm (1.78 ppm, 1.34 ppm) and 35.50 ppm signals (1.48 ppm, 1.25 ppm) as members of
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one spin system. The other spin system consists of signals at26.48 ppm (1.89 ppm, l.2l
ppm) and 36.87 ppm (1.61 ppm, 1.34 ppm). The specta are too congested in this region for

confident assignment of these signals but from comparison of the l3C chemical shifts with

literature values [141,146] it is possible to assign them as:

C15 26.48 ppm Hls l.2l ppm 1.89 ppm

Cl6 36.87 ppm Hl6 1.34 ppm l.6l ppm

C21 35.50 ppm IU 1.25 ppm 1.48 ppm

Czl 28.59 ppm H22 1.34 ppm 1.78 ppm

In the absence of any long-range lH-l3C coupling information the remaining

quatenrary carbons can only be assigned by comparison with those of the l8B compound and

with literature valuesn i.e. as

C4 40.38 ppm

C8 43.55 ppm

C10 36.66 ppm

Cl4 44.90 ppm

Cl7 35.32 ppm

C20 41.81 ppm

Table 6.14 summarises the chemical shift assignments for l8a-glycynhetenic acid

and Table 6.12 compares the r3C chemical shifts of both l8a- and l8p-glycyrrhetenic acid

with literature values.
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Table 6.14 Chemical Shift Assignments of 18a-Go Acid

6(r3C)/ppm Carbon Type Carbon Number 6(tlI/ppm
r98.91 co ll
t79.67 C 30

166.32 co t3

123.20 CH t2 s.32

76.83 CH 2 3.00ax

60.r7 CH 9 2.26ax

54.37 CH ) 0.67ax

44.90 c. t4

43.55 C 8

41.81 C 20

40.38 co 4

39.62 CH l8 2.27

38.63 CHt I 0.93ax,2.45eq

36.87 CHr l6 l.34ax,l.61eq

36.66 co l0
35.s0 CHt 2l 1.25,1.48

35.32 c" t7

33.41 CH, 7 1.42,1.62

3r.66 cHt l9 1.40,1.50

28.59 CHt 22 1.34,t.79

28.39 CH. 23 0.89

27.14 CHr 2 l.40eq,l.50ax
26.48 CHr l5 l-21eq,1.89ax

20.84 CH. 29 1.15

20.63 CH. 27 l.32ax
18.43 CHt 26 1.04ax

t7.47 CH, 6 1.36,1.47

16.60 CHt 25 1.08ax

16.29 CH, 28 0.68p

15.88 CHt 24 0.64ax
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6.5.1 NMR Assignment of Glycyrrhizic Acid

tH Spectra were recorded using a 5 mm lH selective probe while t3C spectra were

recorded using a IH-I3C dual probe. DMSO-do ws used as the solvent and as the intemal

reference. The l-D r3C, DEPT-135" and DEPT-90. allowed each signal to be assigned as Co,

CH, CH2 or CHr. The l3C-lH correlation spectrum gave most of the IH chemical shifts

associated with each l3C chemical shifts although the CH, correlations were generally not

clear. l3C-lH conelation experiments with different delays, reflecting different coupling

values, achieved little improvement in the resolution of the CH, signals. By taking slices

through one dimension of the l3C-lH correlation spectrum the chemical shifts of the protons

attached to each CH, carbon were determined.

By a combination of chemical shift analysis and comparison with the chemical shift

assignments made for l8a- and l8B-glycyrrhetenic acid the following signals were readily

assigned:

cH c5 54.48

c9 61.28

ctz 127.44

cl8 48.21

cq cl I t99.28

c30 178.00

H5 0.88

H9 2.s0

Htz 5.60

Ht8 2.25

The signal assigned to C18 is downfield at 48.21 ppm, the same chemical shift as

observed for Cl8 of l8p-glycyrhetenic acid. The chemical shift of ClZ (127.44 ppm) is

comparable to the chemical shift seen for Cl2 of l8p-glycyrrhetenic acid (128.41 ppm).

These assignments confirm the expected l8p configuration of glycyrrhizic acid.

The signal due to Cl3 of glycynhizic acid is expected to lie2-4 ppm downfield from

the C13 signal of l8cr-glycynhetenic acid (166.32 ppm), i.e. between 168 ppm and 170 ppm.

The C13 signal is thus assigned as 170.06 ppm, leaving the signals at 171.57 ppm and 172.17

ppm to be assigned to the C6 atoms of the two sugar rings.

The signal due to C6 was assigned as 17.09 ppm as it was the only CH, group with a

chemical shift of less than 20 ppm. The l3C-lH conelation spectrum allows assignment of H6
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as 1.51ppm.

In the l8B configuration only two methyl signals (C24 and C25) are expected in the

15'17 ppm region. By comparison with the chemical shifts observed for l8p-glycyrrhetenic

acidC24 wasassignedas 16.20ppmwhileC25wasassignedtothesignal at16.37 ppm.The

proton chemical shifts, obtained from the l3C-lH correlation spectrum were 0.90 ppm and

l.2l ppm, respectively. By comparing chemical shifts with those assigned for l8B-

glycyrrhetenic acid, C26 and C27 can be assigned to signals at 18.53 ppm and 23.20 ppm

respectively, with conelations to 1.21 ppm and 1.50 ppm in the l3C-rH correlation spectrum.

The FLOCK (long-range t:C-lH correlation spectrum) supports the assignment of these

methyl signals. There is a connection in the FLOCK between a l3C signal at27.29 ppm and a

proton signal at ca.0.9 ppm, which may be due to either ln4 Q.90 ppm) or H5 (0.ss ppm),

enabling the r3C signal (27.29 ppm) to be assigned to the C23 signal. From fis t3Q-tfi

correlation spectrum l.l3 ppm was assigned to the'H23 signal. The remaining two methyl

signals were assigned by comparison with the chemical shift assignments for l8p-

glycyrrhetenic acid as:

C28 28.57 ppm H28 0.93 ppm

C29 28.18 ppm H29 1.28 ppm

The proton signals due to Hl are readily assigned from their chemical shifts as 2.76

ppm (equatorial) and 1.30 ppm (axial), with the Cl signal assigned to 38.87 ppm using the

I3C-IH correlation spectrum. COSY connectivities for Ring A are summarised in Table 6.15.

The couplings observed in the COSY allow assignment of the H2 (2.00 ppm and 1.12 ppm)

and H3 (3.25 ppm) signals. The signals due to C2 ard C3 were assigned x 26.24 ppm and

88.33 ppm, respectively by using the I3C-IH correlation spectrum.

The signals due to the remaining CH, groups were assigned, by comparing chemical

shifts to those for l8-B glycynhetenic acid and by use of connections observed in the t3C-lH

correlation spectrum, as:

c7 32.29 H7 2.29, t.g3

cl5 26.00 Hl5 1.30,2.04

cl6 2s.75 Hl6 r.28- r.92
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cl9 40.92

czr 34.64

c22 37.73

1.29, 1.86

r.99

1.40

Hl9

TU

FI22

Table 6.f 5 COSY Connections for Ring A of Glycyrrhizic Acid

rH Number 6(tll/ppm 6(rtl)/ppm tH Number

Hl-- 1.30 + 2.00 In
H1-- 2.76 -) l.l2 Hz

HZ 2.00 + 3.25 H3

H3 3.25 -+ 2.04 tn

' The C, signals were assigned also by comparing chemical shifu to those

assigned for l8p-glycyrrhetenic acid as:

C4 41.62 ppm

C8 43.06 ppm

Cl0 36.50 ppm

Cl4 45.07 ppm

Cl7 31.09 ppm

C20 43.29 ppm

The FLOCK spectnrm had a poor signal-to-noise ratio and was of limited use in

confirming these chemical shift assignments. It was not possible to improve the signal-to-

noise ratio by altering delays, and increasing the number of scans sufficiently would require a

prohibitively long acquisition time. INAPT (see Section 1.7.5), a l-D long-range t3C-lH

experiment, wffi attempted on a number of l3C resonances in order to confirm the chemical
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shift assignments. The attempts at using INAPT were unsuccessful as it was not possible to

resolve the long-range l3C-lH coupling constants in the coupled l-D l3C spectrum.

The l3C signals of the sugar rings were assigned by comparison with the chemical

shifts of glucose. Ring I is an a-D glucose moiety while Ring 2 is a B-D glucose moiety. The

chemical shift for C2 of Ring I (81.70 ppm) is shifted downfield from the c-D glucose

chemical shift (72.53 ppm) as expected by the presence of the glycosidic linkage. The r3C-rH

correlation spectrum enabled the assignment of the proton signals associated with each

carbon atom.

The complete chemical shift assignment for glycynhizic acid is summarised in Table

6.16.

The available facilities did not allow for inverse-detection at the time that this work

was carried out so a number of potentially useful experiments were not able to be utilised for

the NMR assignments.

6.5.2 Crystal Stucture of Glycyrrhizic Acid

Crystals of glycyrrhizic acid were grown from ethanol:water (4:1) solution [147] and

in glacial acetic acid [48]. Both sets of crystals had to remain in the solvent while diffracting

as they dried and cracked if exposed to air for any length of time. Neither crystal diffracted

strongly enough to allow determination of the crystal structure.

R2

R1
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Table 6.16 Chemical Shiftable 6.16 Chemical Shift Assignment of rrhizic Acid
6(13C/ppm Carbon Type Carbon Number 6(lII)/ppm

199.28 C ll
178.00 c. 30
r72.17 cn F-2l6
17t.s7 co Rl/6
170.06 co l3
t27.44 CH t2 5.6
t04.21 CH R2tl 4.7
103.63 CH Rt/l 4.55
88.33 CH aJ 3.25
81.70 CH P.t/2 3.53
76.41 CH Ft2t3 3.60
75.98 CH P.zl5 3.38
75.73 CH R2t2 3.62
75.06 CH Rl/3 3.22
74.65 CH Rl/5 3.68
7r.97 CH R1/4 3.42
7t.86 CH R2/4 3.48
61.28 CH 9 2.50
54.58 CH 5 0.88
48.21 CH l8 2.25
45.07 co t4
43.29 c, 20
43.06 C 8

4r.62 c. 4
40.92 CH, l9 1.29,1.86
38.87 CHt I 1.30ax,2.76eq
37.73 CHr 22 1.40
36.50 c. l0
32.29 CH, 7 1.93,2.29
3t.69 C l7
30.64 CHt 2l 1.99
28.57 CHt 28 0.93
28.1 8 CH. 29 1.28
27.33 CH, 23 l.l3
26.24 CHt az 1.12,2.00
26.00 CHt l5 1.30,2.04
25.74 CHz l6 1.28,t.92
23.20 CHt 27 1.50
18.53 CH,, 26 t.2l
17.09 CH, 6 1.51
16.37 cH" 25 t.21
16.20 CH,. 24 0.90
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Chapter Seven

PROTEIN SWEETEIYERS

7.1 General

Proteins are considered to have four levels of structure. Primary structure is the

sequence of the amino acids in the polypeptide chain, while the secondary structure is the

local spatial ilrangement of backbone ct CH-NH-CO peptide links. The spatial arrangement

of the whole peptide chain, including the amino acid side-chains, forms the tertiary structure

of a protein. Quaternary struchue describes the geometi'y with which the separate polypeptide

chains are arranged.

Protein structure and function are closely related. Determining the three-dimensional

structure can assist in establishing the manner in which a protein interacts with its

environment. Proteins can be considered to be in an equilibrium conformation in a given

environment and this confonnation fluctuates around the equilibrium position as a result of

the dynamic properties of the environment. Knowing the active conformation of a protein, or

the changes that occrr on interaction, can assist in the understanding of protein binding and

in the design of new drugs and enzymes. The conformation of a protein may need adjusting

to activate the protein and this is achieved by interactions of the polypeptide chains with their

aqueous or lipid environment.

As previously discussed (Chapter l) there are advantages in using sweet proteins to

study the phenomenon of sweetness. The most often studied protein sweeteners, monellin and

thaumatin, are very much sweeter than sucrose and the sweet taste sensation lasts longer. The

taste threshold concentrations of these proteins are lower than for sucrose, and are

comparable to the concentrations seen in hormone-hormone receptor interactions. The

apparently more efficient and more persistent binding interactions means that a study of

sweet proteins is likely to be of value in understanding the phenomenon of sweet taste. The
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three-dimensional structure of these proteins should provide valuable data for use in

understanding the molecular basis of sweet taste.

X-ray crystallography and fibre diffraction studies are common physical methods for

studying the structure of proteins. These methods have th€ disadvantage of giving only a

static view of the protein. The crystal structure can be influenced by crystal packing forces

and may not be a true pichre of the solution structure, as in solution proteins may be

stabilised by the hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions of the solvent.

NMR and electron spin resonance (ESR) spectoscopy are techniques that can be used

to complement x-ray crystallography as they can give a dynamic view of the protein structure

in solution. To better mimic the natural environment of the protein, a variety of solvent

systems can be investigated by NMR and with NMR it is also possible to characterise the

internal dynamics of proteins and to monitor significant regions of the protein such as

binding sites.

Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (PAGE)7.2

Figure 7.1 PAGE, Non-reducing
Lane Sample
I monellin (10;rg)
2 monellin (5 pg)
4 thaumatin (10 pg)
5 thaumatin (5 pg)
6 standard* (10 pL)

Figure 7.2 PAGE, Reducing
Lane Sample
I monellin (5 pg)
2 monellin (10 pg)
4 thaumatin (5 pg)
5 thaumatin (10 pg)
6 standard*(IO pL)
7 standard* (10 pL)

* Sigma MW-SDS-70L (14200,20100,24000, 29000, 36000,45000, 66000 daltons)

SDS-PAGE was carried out on monellin and thaumatin in order to confirm the

apparent molecular weights of each protein and check the purity of the commercially

supplied samples. Two gels were run, one under non-reducing conditions (Fig. 7.1) and the
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other under reducing conditions (Fig. 7.2). On each gel, samples of both monellin and

thaumatin were run at two concenhations.

The similarities betrveen the two resulting gels shows that neither protein was

reduced. This confurns a previous report [49] of the absence of any cysteine disulfide

bridges in the proteins.

The apparent molecular weight of monellin was measured as approximately l4.2kda

maximum, a value which is consistent with the reported molecular weight of 10.7 kda

[43,150]. The apparent molecular weight could not be measured more closely than this as the

samples moved with the dye front and the dye front did not run the full length of the gel. The

apparent molecular weight of thaumatin was between 20.1 kda and24 kda which agrees with

the reported molecular mass of ab out 22 kda [49, I 5 I , I 52J.

The sample of thaumatin used was a mixture of thaumatin I and thaumatin II, which

are two forms of thaumatin with very similar molecular weights and arnino acid composition.

As would then be expected the thaumatin bands are much broader than the corresponding

monellin bands, showing the presence of more than one protein with similar molecular

weights. The monellin sample was expected to be just a single protein with a discrete

molecular weight and this is what was observed.

However, for both monellin and thaumatin another small band was observed. In the

case of monellin this band has an apparent molecular weight of between 20.1 kda and 24 kda

and for thaumatin the small band had an apparent molecular weight of approximately 45 kda.

In both cases the small band occurred at approximately double the reported molecular mass

of the protein. These bands are due to impurities of unknown origin but the amount of

impurity compared with the quantity of protein is insignificant and no further purification

was required.

7.3 NMR of Monellin

There are some technical difficulties associated with the determination of NMR

spectra of proteins, including sample concenfration and solvent interference in the spectra.

NMR requires a sample concentration of millimolar levels and this poses some difficulties
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with proteins as there can be problems of aggregation, especially at high pH or high

concentration. Spectra obtained in H2O or DrO have a large solvent resonance due to residual

HrO and HOD which make observation of other signals difficult. The solvent resonance can

be suppressed using a number of editing pulse sequences. For example, selective saturation of

the water resonance or the use of pulse sequences that exploit the differences in relaxation

times of the protein and the solvent can be utilised to suppress the solvent resonances. Other

methods use selective pulse sequences that avoid excitation of the water resonance.

Hydrogen spectra of proteins are very complex, as proteins contain a large number of

hydrogens and spin systems. The spatial folding of proteins causes the chemical shifts of the

amino acid residues to move away from their random coil values, which are well documented

[153,154]. lnterior parts of the protein, protected from solvent interactions will behave

differently from those residues on the surface of the folded protein. Each amino acid residue

is in a different microenvironment and hydrogens that would normally be equivalent can

experience different shielding and therefore the chemical shifts will be dispersed.

1-D spectra are obtained initially as the acquisition time will be shorter than for 2-D

spectra and l-D spectra are inherently more sensitive. A number of regions can be identified

in the l-D hydrogen spectrum. The labile hydrogens of NH, NH, and NH3+ groups are often

observable in NMR spectra and have chemical shifts in the region of 6.6 ppm to 10.2 ppm.

The aromatic region (6 ppm - 8 ppm) has resonances due to the aromatic protons of histidine,

phenylalanine, tyrosine and tryptophan residues, except for H2 of the imidazole portion of

histidine which is seen between 8 ppm and 9 ppm depending on pH. The proton resonances

of .+-carbons fall between 4 ppm and 5 ppm but are often obscured by the large solvent

resonance. Resonances due to methine and methylene hydrogens are observed between 1.5

ppm and 4 ppm while methyl hydrogen signals occur upfield of 1.5 ppm. It is usual to find

that only signals on the edges of the main envelope of overlapping resonances can be

resolved.
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Subunit A
l5l0
Arg-Glu-Ile-Lys-Gly-Tyr-Glu-Tyr-Gln-Leu-Tyr-Val-Tyr-Ala- Ser-

t6 20 25
Asp-Lys-Leu-Phe-Arg-Ala-Asn-Ile-S er-Gln-Asn-Tyr-Lys-Thr-Arg-

31 35 40
Gly-Arg-Lys-Leu-Leu-Arg-Phe-Asx-Gly-Pro-Val-Pro-Pro-Pro

Subunit B
l5l0
Gly-Glu-Trp-Glu-Ile-Ile-Asp-Ile-Gly-Pro-Phe-Thr-Gln-Asn-Leu-

t6 20 25
Gly-Lys-Phe-Ala-Val-Asp-GIu-Glu-Asn-Lys-Ile-Gly-Gln-Tyr-Gly-

3t 35

Arg-Leu-Thr-Phe-Asn-Lys-Val-Ile-Arg-Pro-Cys-Met-Lys-Lys-Thr-

46

Ile-Tyr-Glu-Glu-Asn

Figure 7.3 Amino Acid Sequence of Monellin [55]

Spectra of monellin (10 mg) were recorded in DrO (0.5 mL), with DSS used as an

extemal reference. The pH of the solution was measured as 6.6, corresponding to a pD of 7.0

[56]. Between experiments the monellin was freeze-dried and stored at 4"C. Figure 7.3

shows the amino acid sequence of monellin that has been determined [47,48] while the x-ray

crystal structure which has been reported at 3 A resolution [157] is seen in Figure 7.4.

(a)
Figure 7.4 Crystal Structure of Monellin
(a) Schematic drawing of the backbone stmcture

(reproduced from 157)

o)

(b) Topological structure
(reproducedfrom 158)
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In the l-D hydrogen spectrum of monellin there is clearly a problem with the HrO and

HOD resonances obscuring the signals of interest (Fig. 7.5). The dominance of the HrO and

HOD resonances is not surprising as the concentration of water hydrogens can exceed the

concentration of the protein hydrogens by up to five orders of magnitude. Solvent

suppression to remove or reduce the HzO and HOD resonances was required and

presaturation was selected as the method to achieve this. Methods which use pulse sequences

that avoid excitation of the solvent resonances are more efficient for solvent suppression but

presaturation was still effective and made it simpler to obtain and process specta [59]. A

number of experiments were carried out in order to determine the conditions for satisfactory

solvent suppression. From the initial attempts at presaturation solvent suppression the

recommended decoupler power level of 20L was found to be effective but it was necessary to

determine the appropriate inadiation time in order to completely eliminate the solvent signal.

After a number of experiments a presaturation time (Dl) of 10 seconds with a decoupler

power (S3) of 20L was found to give the most effective solvent suppression, as shown in

figure 7.6. The spectrum was extremely complex and few resonances could be assigned.

There are no histidine residues in monellin so the aromatic region contains signals due to the

seven tyrosine, one tryptophan and five phenylalanine residues. Owing to the number of

aromatic residues this region was too complex to assign resonances to particular residues.

A number of broad NH signals were observed. A resonance at approximately l0 ppm

could be assigned to the indole NH of the single tryptophan residue. It is perhaps surprising

to observe this resonance, as the tryptophan is in position 3 of the B-chain of monellin as

shoum in Figure 7.3. The crystal structure (Fig. 7.a) shows this position to be on the outside

of the protein where it might be expected that a labile hydrogen would exchange with the

DrO and not be observed.

Figure 7.7 shows an expansion of the 0 ppm to2.5 ppm region of the l-D spectrum of

monellin. The resonanee at 2.15 ppm could be assigned to the e CH, and the B H of the

methionine residue located at position 42 ofthe B-chain (Fig. 7.3) of monellin. The doublet

observed at 1.39 ppm (J:6.9 Hz) is the resonance corresponding to the p H of an alanine

residue. These chemical shifts correspond welt with the random coil chemical shifts and the
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Figure 7,7 Expansion of tH Spectrum of Monellin (0-2.5 ppm)
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coupling constant is of the expected magnitude (7 Hz) [160].

The concentation of monellin was increased to ry and improve the acquisition time

of spectra. Figure 7.8 is the l-D hydrogen spectrum of monellin at the higher concentration,

with no solvent suppression. The spectrum shows a loss of resolution and this can be

athibuted to aggregation of the protein at this higher concentration.

Owing to the complexity of the spectrum it was not possible to further assign the l-D

spectnrm of monellin. The next step was to use various 2-D techniques as these can decrease

the complexity of the specta by spreading the data over two fiequency dimensions. In the

COSY the spin systems for each amino acid residue has a characteristic connectivity pattem.

The COSY provides inforrration on scalar spin-spin couplings and can be used to identiff

residue types. More sophisticated variations of the COSY can be used to make assignments

of the extended spin systems (Figure 7.9). The various COSY specha can be obtained by

changing the pulse sequences to give different information, with varying degrees of

sensitivity and simplification. Each experiment has both advantages and disadvantages over

the basic COSY and the most appropriate experiment must be selected in order to obtain the

required information.

Figure 7.9 Example of COSY Connectivity Diagram
Leucine Spin System

(Reproduced from Reference I 53)

The fust experiment to be carried out was a COSY with solvent suppression, using

the automation program COSYHG which involves selective saturation of the solvent, the
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only solvent suppression technique available for 2-D specha. The initial COSY used an

irradiation time (Dl) of 3.5 s with a decoupler power (Sl) of 30L and acquired240 scans per

experiment. From the contour plot of this spectrum, shown in Figure 7 .10, it can be seen that

the solvent suppression was effective but the number of scans was inadequate. This spectrum

required a total acquisition time of approximately 60 hours and it was clear that any useful

increase in the number of scans was likely to make the acquisition time prohibitively long.

For this reason some experiments were carried out with changes

Figure 7.10 COSY with Solvent Suppression, NS too small

to the solvent suppression parameters that could reduce the total acquisition time of the

spectum. Figure 7.ll shows the spectra resulting from these attempts. Figure 7.Il A shows

the spectrum acquired when the decoupler power level was retained at 30L but the irradiation

time was reduced to 2.0 s. When this was found to be inadequate to completely suppress the

solvent resonances, the irradiation time was increased to 2.5 s and the decoupler power

increased to 25L. Again these conditions were not sufficient to completely suppress the

solvent signals, as can be seen in Figure 7.11 B. The effects of the inadequate solvent

suppression can be seen in gridJike cross-peaks resonating between 4 ppm and 6
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Figure 7.11 COSY with Insufficient Solvent Suppression
(a) Dl 2.0, Sl 30L,NS 400
(b) Dl 2.5, Sl 25L, NS 320
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ppm and the presence of very few other cross-peaks.

The original solvent suppression conditions used (see Figure 7.10) appeared to be the

limit required for effective solvent suppression. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio in the

solvent suppressed COSY it became necessary to significantly increase the number of scans

for each experiment. This was done successfully and the resulting spectrum is shown in

Figure 7.l2,the total acquisition time of this spectrum being approximately 5 days.

A double-quantum-filtered COSY (DQF-COSY) experiment was then carried out.

The DQF-COSY tends to simpliff the COSY spectrum by removing singlet peaks on the

diagonal and rirake observable those cross-peaks close to the diagonal that were previously

obscured. It was possible that it could negate the large solvent resonance without the need to

use solvent suppression, thus reducing the acquisition time. There is a loss of sensitivity on

going to the DQF-COSY but this would be compensated for if solvent suppression was no

longer required. Figure 7.13 shows the contour plot of the DQF-COSY of monellin. The

delay Dl (1.0 s) was much less than for the COSYHG spectra, and the number of scans was

greatly increased (NS 1040). Unfortunately the DQF did not remove the large solvent signal

and a grid-like pattern of cross-peaks was centred around 4.8 ppm.

It was intended to record a variety of spectra, including phase-sensitive and multiple-

quantum-filtered COSY spectra and NOESY spectra but the acquisition time of each spectra

of about 5 days made further experiments impractical.

Some further assignments can be made from the solvent suppressed COSY spectrum

(Figure 7.12). The cr CH cross peaks can be seen in the cluster of cross peaks around 3.9 ppm

to 4.1 ppm in the Fl dimension and between 2.7 ppm and 3.4 ppm in the F2 dimension,

although the region is too congested to identify individual residues. The alanine B methyl

hydrogens can be seen at 1.3-1.4 ppm with conelations to the cr, hydrogens at 4.1-4.5 ppm.

These chemical shifts are very close to the random coil chemical shifu [53,154]. A large

intense cross peak can be seen which shows a correlation between the lysine 6 and e

methylene peaks at 1.7 ppm and 3.1 ppm respectively. This allows the assignment in the l-D

spectrum of the signal at 3.19 ppm (J:9.5 Hz) as the lysine e hydrogens. This corresponds

to a small downfield chemical shift from the random coil value of 3.02 ppm [153,154]. The
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group of cross peaks observed at about I ppm and 1.7-2.4 ppm can be assigned to valine,

leucine and isoleucine correlations.

Figure 7.13 DQF-COSY of Monellinn No Solvent Suppression

Given the complexity of the spectnrm no further assignments could be made. More

sophisticated 2-D methods such as phase-sensitive COSY and DQF-COSY will be required,

as well as techniques such as NOESY, for further progress. The problems associated with the

large solvent resonances will also need to be addressed. The acquisition time for a single 2-D

experiment made firrther studies of monellin impractical given the availability of the

spectrometer. Ftuther NMR studies of monellin will require the use of at least a 600 MHz

spectrometer.
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Chapter Eight

SUMMARY

The enigma of sweet taste reception has received a lot of attention by a number of

groups, encompassing a range of approaches, including investigating the nature of sweet

tastants themselves and the mapping of the sweet taste receptor. Although significant progress

has been made in recent years, no unified theory has been developed that adequately explains

all aspects of the sweet taste phenomenon.

The present study investigated the effect of the interaction of tastants, particularly

sweet tastants, with model membrane systems. This compares with other sfudies where ranges

of tastants have been investigated usually without the involvement of a model membrane.

The first model system investigated in the current study involved liposomes, vesicles

formed of lipid bilayers. t3C Tr relaxation times, determined by NMR, were used as the

parameter to measure the effects of the interaction between the model membranes and the

tastants, in an effort to establish the regions of the tastants involved in binding to the

membrane and thus eliciting the sweet response.

The results are encouraging. Both sucrose and aspartame show greater decreases of T,

relaxation times, implying more involvement in or stronger interactions with the liposomes

by some parts of the molecules. It is possible to find some conformation for each of these

molecules that places those carbon atoms most involved in the interaction on the same side of

the molecule, where they can all access the surface of the liposome so as to be involved in the

interaction. Further, for a solution of D glucose containing both a and p anomers, it was seen

that the changes in T, relaxation times were different for the two anomers. It is not certain

what the relative sweetness intensities of cr- and p-D glucose are but it appears that similar

compounds with differing taste qualities may behave differently in the presence of the model

membranes.
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Further work is required, using series of stucturally related compounds that exhibit a

range of taste qualities. Studies using other quantities capable of detecting smaller changes in

conformation of the tastants, such as lH T, relaxation times and tH coupling constants may

also prove fuitful.

The changes taking place to the Tt values of the liposomes were also interesting. The

depth of penetration of the tastants into the lipid bilayer was implied by which parts of the

lipid experienced changes in T, relaxation times. In a number of examples, most change took

place in or close to the lipid headgroup. 3rP and lsN NMR studies of these regions may well

be of interest. Changing the constitution of the liposomes may yield improved models and

subsequently improved results.

The second model system studied involved a liquid membrane system which has been

reported to be able to be used to distinguish between classes of chemicals [5]. This model

was used in the current study as a potential tool to predict the taste quality of compounds, in

particular the sweet taste qualities.

This system may prove useful as a predictive mechanism. The experiments have good

reproducibility and the responses of the liquid membrane clearly differed between the varying

taste groups. Within one taste group (in the present study, sweet tastants) there were smaller

differences in the response of the liquid membrane. From the results seen for the range of

carbohydrates investigated it appears that the oscillations produced by the liquid membrane

could be related to their relative sweetness. The two ionic sweeteners, acesulfam-K and

saccharin, behaved similarly to each other but quite different to other sweeteners. Cyclamic

acid behaved in a different manner again from the other sweeteners but quite like HCl, a sour

tastant.

It seems likely that the gross differences in the response of the liquid membrane to the

presence of tastants depends on the structural class of the tastant and that smaller difFerences

in the oscillation patterns reflect the taste quality diflerences within a class. Again, series of

closely related compounds that exhibit a range of taste qualities need to be investigated.

It seems clear that the observed oscillations cannot be described by a single

measurable quantity. A number of quantities are required for a reasonable characterisation of
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the oscillation pattems. The average, standard deviation and frequency distributions of the

period (T) and amplitude (Au) were useful descriptors. The quantity -log f was of some value,

being derived from the period since it provided another view of the same data. The quantity

tnin was also a reflection of T and was found to be of little use. The quantities tnp and tpm,

when their averages and standard deviations were compared, gave a simple measure of the

shape of the peaks. The trace histories and changes of T and Au over the time of the

experiment also added to the complete description of the behaviour of the oscillations. The

Fowier transform of the oscillations was of little value as the frequencies of the oscillations

were not sufficiently discrete, i.e. the peaks were not regular enough.

Therefore, the most useful quantities for a full characterisation of the oscillations are

the average, standard deviation and frequency distributions of T and Au, the relative average

and standard deviation of tmp and tpm and the frace histories showing the behaviour of T and

Au over the course of the experiment.

It must be remembered that the frequency distributions can easily be altered in

appe.uance. The form of the frequency distribution depends strongly on the size and number

of ranges selected. This is seen in the differences between the frequency distributions of T

and -log f. The two quantities are directly related and yet in some cases the frequency

distributions look quite different. It may be that a different choice of ranges may yield quite

different results.

The intention in the present study was to investigate the use of the liquid membrane

system as an experiment to predict the taste of compounds using a simple and consistent

framework of descriptive parameters. Future studies may develop better methods of analysis,

more accurate means to find maxima and minima and more complex ways to measure the

shapes of peaks. The present study has shown that it is worthwhile to pursue this liquid

membrane system as a means of measuring the taste quality of compounds, without the need

for tasting. More sophisticated descriptors of the oscillation patterns and an understanding of

the mechanisms involved in the system may be required to fully utilise the system.

The work presented in Chapter 6 was a necessary precursor to using those compounds

with the liposome model. The l3C NMR assignments were required before the T, relaxation
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times oould be measured and examined meaningfully. As it is, problems related to solubilty

and solvents will need to be addressed before the terpenoid sweeteners can be studied in the

liposome system.

Chapler 7 described the beginning of an NMR investigation of the sweet protein,

monellin. Sweet proteins are of particular interest in studies of the mechanism of sweet taste

reception for reasons such as their size, and the intensity and persistence of the sweet

response. Characterisatisn of the protein by NMR is necessary before its behaviour can be

studied using NMR techniques. Unforhrnately, the instrumental requirements for a complete

NMR study of monellin were greater than those available and this line of study was not

continued.
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Appendix

I.1 EXTRACT.C

Programme for reducing the size of liquid membrane files by taking points at regular
intervals specified by the operator. Wrinen in 'C' by Dr. S. Tan, Deparhnent of Physics,
University of Auckland.

r Reads in a data file, removes the first three lines and selects a range */

Lnclude <stdio.h>
Lnclude <stdlib.h>
Lnclude <math.h>

lid rnain(int argc, char *argvl ] )

FrLE *ip, *op;
char tnpline[80];
long start, incr, end, i, )i
if (argc < 6) t

printf (t'Usage: EXTRACT infile outfile start incr endtr);
exit(L);

)

ip = fopen(argv[1], rrrr') ;
if (ip == NULL) |

printf (r'Error: Unable to open input file ?s.\nrr, atgvtrl);
exit(L);

)

op = fopen(argv[2] r tthltt),'
if (oP == NULL) (

printf(rtError: Unable to open output file 8s.\ntr, argv[2));
exit(1);

)

sscanf ( argv [ 3 ] r tt?1d[, &start),'
sscanf ( argv[ 4 ], t'aldtt, &incr) ;
sscanf ( argv[ 5 ], "?Idrr, &end) ;

for (i:0ri<3;i++) fgets(tmpline,80,ip); // Discard 3 lines
for ( i:1;i<start; i++) fgets(trnpline, 8o,ip), / / Discard until start
for (i:start,'i<:end,'i+=incr) (

if (fgets(tnpIine,8O,ip) := NULL) {
printf (ttEnd of file before reading record Ald.\n",i);
break;

)
fputs (tnpline, op) i
for ( j=f ; j<incr; j++) fgets(tmpline,80,ip) ;

)
fclose ( ip) ;
fclose (op) ;
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12 TRI.AL.BA.S

Programme for selecting the nraxima and urinima of the liquid tnembrane osciltations.
Written in BASIC by llarry Musgrave.

1o0 OPESI trir r {L,"c;\acguire\ag1\tright,
121 OPEN lrOrt, #3 r trC: \acgui.re\aq1\tri.sh.baerr
13O, TME=O
134 VOLTS = -1
L36 PEAI(=-l
138 LBASE = -.5
140 TPEAK = -f
142 BASE = -[
i5O rlxPUT#l,As
154 TIME= VAL( LEar-$ (A$, 10) )
15,4 VOLrS = VAL(RrGHT9(A$r12))
2OO IF VOLES <= P'EAK GOTO 25.0
2LO PEAI( = VOLtsS
2L5 PEAKTIME = TIUE
2ao UTNBASE = (r"BASE + PEAI{) / 2
25O IF VOLTS >= llINtsASg GCNIO 150
260 LPEAK = PEAK
27O BASE = VOLTS
279 EASEtrI!{E - TIME
ag6 UTNpEjAK = (LPEAK + BASEI I z
35O INPttr#1,A9
352 TI!{E : VAT- (LEFT$ (AS , 10 ) )
354 vol,rs= VAL(RIGHT$(A$, 12) )
400 IF VOIJTS >=BASE GOtO 450
4t-O BASE - VOf,;TS
415 BASSIIIME = TIME
42o MII{PEAK = (LPEA$ + BASE) / z
45O IF VOLTS <- UINFIEAK COTO 350
460 LBASE = BASE
465 FRINT#3 , PEAKTII'IE, PEAK, BASE-5I!,fE, BA-SE
4VO PEAK = VOttrS
475 PEAKTIME - fIME
r$80 MXNBASE : (LBASE + PEAK) / 2
499 GOTO lso
850 CLOSE #r
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